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CHAPTER 1     

 

Molecular Organic Photochemistry 

 
Organic molecules often interact with light and undergo structural changes and 

initiate dynamic processes, which occur from a wide variety of electronically 

excited states. Understanding these processes is crucial to investigate 

photosynthesis in nature, develop ‘green’ solutions to energy production, and 

develop new optoelectronic devices for application in information technology. In 

this chapter the most commonly encountered molecular organic photochemical 

processes are described, with selected examples of photochemical reactions and 

bimolecular photochemical processes. 
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1.1 Introduction 

 

Molecular organic photochemistry is concerned with the chemical reactions and 

physical changes of organic molecules initiated by absorption of light. 

Photochemistry has always played an important role in the fields of chemical 

physics, molecular spectroscopy, physical organic chemistry, supramolecular 

organic chemistry, etc.
1
 Organic molecules (R) absorb photons (hν), whose 

frequency matches the energy gap between two electronic states, and are 

promoted to an electronically excited state (R*). Upon excitation, molecules 

undergo either relaxation back to their ground state, or a chemical reaction to 

form new products (P). If, overall, the molecules do not undergo a net chemical 

change, then the processes are described as photophysical processes (1.1). On the 

other hand, if the processes involve the formation of products, they are described 

as photochemical processes (1.2). 

 

R + hν → R* → R                                                                                              (1.1) 

R + hν → R* → P                                                                                              (1.2) 

 

Photochemistry is at the foundation of many important processes involved in 

living systems and the environment. The premier example is natural 

photosynthesis, including absorption of sunlight by plants to produce food and 

energy, and the production of vitamin D in the body.
2,3

 Vision is achieved by 

light induced cis-trans isomerization of retinal in rhodopsin, which triggers a 

signal transducing ion cascade.
4,5 

Photochemistry also plays an important role in 

health sciences, e.g. photodynamic therapy, which is used to treat some forms of 

tumors and diseases with light irradiation.
6,7 

Many polymerizations are induced 

by photochemical processes, in which molecules are decomposed upon absorbing 

light to produce free radicals for radical polymerization.
8 , 9

 Photoinduced 

polymerization has been applied to produce protective coatings for a variety of 

high-value materials, e.g. optical fibers.
10

 Photochemistry also plays an important 

role in artificial lighting,
11

 solar cells
12,13

 and computer chips manufactured with 

photolithography.
14
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1.2 Photophysical processes 

 

The photophysical processes of organic molecules interacting with light are 

usually illustrated with a Jablonski diagram, which is often used to describe the 

light absorption and emission processes.
15

 Figure 1 shows a Morse potential 

surface of the ground state (S0), the lowest-energy excited singlet state (S1), and 

the lowest-energy excited triplet state (T1). Each energy level is comprised of a 

number of coupled vibrational states. The electronic configuration of the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) of each energy level is also shown.  Higher energy excited singlet (S2, 

S3, etc.) and triplet states (T2, T3, etc.) are excluded in Figure 1, because 

experience has shown that excitation of these higher energy excited states 

generally results in deactivation to S1 and T1,  which are much faster than any 

other measurable processes. It is termed as Kasha’s rule.
16

 In Figure 1, the 

dynamics of transitions corresponding to all possible photophysical processes that 

interconnect S0, S1, and T1 are also presented. 

 

 
Figure 1. Morse potential for the ground state and the lowest-energy singlet and 

triplet states. 
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1.2.1 Absorption 

 

When irradiated with light, molecules absorb photons with an energy that 

matches the energy gap between the ground state (S0) and an electronically 

excited state. The electronic configuration of the ground state of most organic 

compounds is generally HOMO
2
 LUMO

0
 with the spin of the two electrons in 

HOMO paired, due to the Pauli Exclusion Principle. In Figure 1, the antiparallel 

spins of the electrons is symbolized as ↑↓, which corresponds to a singlet spin 

configuration. When molecules absorb photons and excited electronic states are 

generated, electrons are promoted to unoccupied molecular orbitals, and the 

electrons in two different half-filled orbitals (e.g. HOMO and LUMO) are not 

required to follow the Pauli Exclusion Principle, so the spin of the electrons can 

be either paired or unpaired. The unpaired electrons have parallel spins, which 

corresponds to a triplet spin configuration or triplet state. 

  

The transition time from S0 to S1 occurs over 10
-16

 to 10
-14

 s, which no chemical 

process can compete with. The process of absorption only involves the movement 

of electrons. According to the Franck-Condon principle,
17,18

  electronic transitions 

occur faster than nuclear motion, which means that electronic transitions are most 

favorable when the geometries of the initial and final states are the same. 

 

 

Light absorption by compounds follows the Lambert-Beer Law (equation 1.3).
 19

 

The absorbance or optical density (OD), A, is linearly dependent on the 

concentration and the distance the light travels through the material. The molar 

absorptivity expresses the efficiency of light absorption, which depends primarily 

on the intrinsic properties of the molecules. 

 

A = log (I0/I) = εbc                                                                                            (1.3) 

 

Where I0 is the intensity of the incident light,  is the intensity of the transmitted 

light, ε is molar absorptivity, b is the path length, and c is the concentration of the 

compound of interest. 

 

The UV/vis absorption spectrum is plotted with absorption as a function of 

wavelength. Typically, broad transitions are observed in the UV/vis absorption 

spectrum, instead of detailed vibrational structures (Figure 2). The reason is that 
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most molecules under normal conditions are present in a range of micro 

environments and many vibrational and rotational levels overlap. For very rigid 

molecules, e.g. anthracene (Figure 2c), or at very low temperature, the vibrational 

structure is often resolved with narrow absorption bands. 

 

 
Figure 2. (a) Excitation upon absorption of light to different vibrational excited 

electronic states. (b) A typically absorption spectrum with a broad absorption 

band. (c) Absorption spectrum of anthracene in ethanol. 

 

1.2.2 Emission 

 

In condensed phases, after absorbing light, molecules (e.g. at a higher vibrational 

level of S1 or T1) rapidly relax to the lowest vibrational level of the excited state, 

which is termed vibrational relaxation (Figure 1, process 2). This process 

generally occurs within 10
-12

 s or less, and it is generally complete prior to 

emission. 

 

There are four possible photophysical processes that result in molecules returning 

to the ground state from the lowest vibrational level of the excited states: 

fluorescence, phosphorescence, internal conversion and intersystem crossing 

(Figure 1, process 3, 6, 4, 5, respectively). Internal conversion is a non-radiative 

process, which generates heat instead of photons and transfers energy to the 

environment. Intersystem crossing that occurs from S1 to T1, or from T1 to S0 is 
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also a non-radiative process. The difference compared to internal conversion is 

that intersystem crossing involves a change of electron spin.  

 

Molecules relax to the ground state also by releasing energy though emission of 

photons. The emission of light from the molecules is called luminescence, which 

is formally divided into two categories, fluorescence and phosphorescence, 

depending on the nature of the excited state. Fluorescence is emission from the 

singlet excited state to the ground state, which is a spin allowed process with 

fluorescence lifetime typically in the nanosecond time scale. While, emission 

from a triplet excited state to the ground state is termed phosphorescence, in 

which the transition is forbidden, and thus phosphorescence lifetimes are several 

orders of magnitude longer than those of fluorescence, and typically lasts from 

microseconds to seconds. The triplet excited state is generally lower in energy 

than the singlet excited state, and therefore phosphorescence is shifted to longer 

wavelength relative to fluorescence from the same compound. These two 

processes are one of the central points of interest in this thesis. 

 

Fluorescence or emission spectra are plotted as fluorescence intensity as a 

function of wavelength. Fluorescence spectra are generally independent of the 

excitation wavelength, following Kasha’s rule.
16 

As with absorption spectra, 

fluorescence spectra usually show broad bands without vibrational structures, due 

to the strong overlap of numerous states of nearly equal energy. The fluorescence 

spectra of most compounds typically follow the mirror-image rule, in which the 

absorption and fluorescence spectra are mirror images, e.g. anthracene (Figure 3). 

The symmetric relation between absorption and emission spectra is due to the 

similarity of the vibrational energy levels of the S1 and S0 states. The difference 

between the longest wavelength absorption band and the shortest wavelength 

emission band is termed the Stokes shift.
20

 The Stokes shift is energy loss 

between excitation and emission. Solvent effects, complex formation, etc. can 

result in an increased Stokes shift and deviation from the mirror-image rule. 
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Figure 3. The absorption and emission spectra of anthracene in ethanol. 

 

Phosphorescence spectra are usually not observed in fluid solutions at room 

temperature, due to several deactivation processes that compete with 

phosphorescence, such as non-radiative decay and oxygen sensitization. 

Intersystem crossing from singlet excited state to triplet state can be enhanced by 

the heavy atom effect,
21

 e.g., Br, I or metal.  Introducing heavy atoms increase 

mixing of spin and orbital angular momentum, or coupling of spin orbitals (e.g., 

in porphyrins), and thus enhance the phosphorescence quantum yield. This leads 

to the possibility to observe phosphorescence at room temperature, e.g., metal-

porphyrins,
22

 and coordination complexes.
23

 

 

1.3 Photochemical reactions 

 

Photochemical reactions are chemical reactions initiated by the absorption of 

light. After absorbing light, the molecules go to transient excited states to yield 

new chemical species, or transfer electrons, protons, H atoms or energy to other 

molecules. Photochemical reactions can occur when internal conversion and 

relaxation of an excited state leads to a ground state different to that of the initial 

molecules, or when an excited state performs an intermolecular addition to 

another molecule in the ground state. Photochemical reactions have proven to be 

a useful tool to synthesize organic compounds.   
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A B
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reaction

hv hv
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reaction
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reaction via
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Figure 4. Classification of photochemical reactions. 

Four types of photochemical reactions are distinguished: (a) Hot ground state 

reactions, in which the molecule relaxes from the local minimum excited state to 

the ground state through internal conversion (Figure 4a); (b) Photochemical 

reactions proceed on an excited state surface B* (adiabatic reaction, Figure 4b); 

(c) Diabatic reactions, which take place directly by crossing of the ground and 

excited state energy surfaces (Figure 4c); (d) Photochemical reactions that 

proceed via the formation of intermediates, such as carbenes, biradicals or 

zwitterions (Figure 4d). The following section summarizes some typical 

photochemical reactions, including photocycloaddition, photoreduction and 

photoisomerization. 

 

1.3.1 Photocycloaddition reactions 

 

An example of a photocycloaddition reaction is the addition of a carbonyl to an 

olefin to form a four-membered oxetane ring (Scheme 1).
24

 The reaction takes 

place from the singlet or triplet n→π* states of the carbonyl, via a biradical 

intermediate. 

 

O hv O
O O

 
Scheme 1. Formation of four-membered ring oxetane. 
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1.3.2 Photoreduction reactions 

 

Ketones can be reduced to alcohols upon irradiation in the presence of hydroxylic 

solvents.
16

 Scheme 2 shows an example of the reduction of  benzophenone by 2-

propanol. The ketone can abstract H from the C-H bond of 2-propanol to form 

two radicals. Then the reaction proceeds via either of two routes: formation of 

benzhydrol by abstraction of H, or formation of benzpinacol via dimerization. 

 

 
 

Scheme 2. Reduction of benzophenone by isopropanol to benzhydrol or 

benzpinacol upon irradiation. 

 

1.3.3 Photoisomerizations 

 

Photoisomerization converts molecules from one isomer to another isomer using 

light. Here, the photoisomerization of the commonly used molecular 

switches/motors will be discussed briefly. 
25

 

 

Stilbene 

 

Stilbene, a diarylethene compound, has been studied extensively over the past 

decades.
26,27

 It has two isomeric forms, E and Z. The E-form of stilbene can be 

converted to the Z-form upon irradiation with light. The Z-form can revert to the 

E-form using light or heat (Scheme 3). Besides the cis/trans isomerization, the Z-

form of stilbene can also undergo a 6-π electrocyclization to form 

dihydrophenanthrene (which has never been isolated but can be detected 

spectroscopically), which is prone to be oxidized irreversibly to phenanthrene by 
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molecular oxygen. A bimolecular reaction between two stilbene molecules can 

also occur to form 1,2,3,4-tetraphenylcyclobutane (not shown). These side 

reactions of stilbene limits its use as an optical switch. 

 

 
 

Scheme 3.  Isomerization and cyclization processes of stilbene. 

 

Azobenzenes 

 

Azobenzenes are another kind of well-known optical switch and are composed of 

two phenyl rings linked by a central N=N bond.
28

 The cis/trans isomers can be 

switched using ultraviolet and blue light (Scheme 4). The cis isomer is less stable 

than the trans isomer. Therefore, the cis isomer can thermally relax back to the 

stable trans isomer. The two isomers show well-separated absorption bands and 

different physical properties (e.g. dielectric constant, refractive index). 

 

 

 
 

Scheme 4. Photochemical isomerization of azobenzene. 

 

Dithienylethenes 

 

One of the most successful of diarylethene switches are the dithienylethenes 

(alkenes with a thiophene ring on each side, Scheme 5).
29

 The open form of the 
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dithienylethene switch is normally colourless and can convert to the closed form 

upon irradiation with UV light. The closed form is coloured and can go back to 

the open form by irradiation with visible light. 

 

         
 

       Scheme 5. Photoswitching of dithienylethene switches. 

 

Overcrowded alkenes 

 

In 1999, Feringa et al. reported a unidirectional molecular motor based on 

overcrowded alkenes.
30

 The molecular motors consist of a central double bond, 

naphthalene groups and a stereogenic center. The unidirectional rotation of the 

motor involved four steps: two reversible photoisomerization steps and two 

irreversible thermal isomerization steps (Scheme 6). The helicity of the motor 

changes during each step, and the direction of the rotation is determined by the 

configuration of the stereo-centers. 

 

              

Scheme 6. 360
o
 rotary cycle of an overcrowded alkene based molecular motor. 

 

1.4 Bimolecular photochemistry 

 

When molecules in an excited electronic state encounter a second molecular 

species in its ground state, more complex photochemical processes can occur, for 
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example, photoinduced electron transfer, energy transfer and formation of 

excimers or exciplexes. These processes compete with direct emission of light 

and facilitate non-radiative relaxation. Bimolecular photochemical processes are 

useful to further study the nature of the excited states and provide guidance to 

build artificial systems. 

 

1.4.1 Quenching 

 

Bimolecular photochemical processes can decrease the intensity of fluorescence 

or phosphorescence and diminish excited state lifetime, both of which are termed 

quenching, and the molecules that deactivate the luminophores are termed 

quenchers. The most common quenching process is collisional quenching. The 

molecules in an excited state encounter the quenchers before returning to their 

ground state resulting in non-radiative relaxation.  The molecules are not 

chemically altered by this process. 

 

The Stern-Volmer equation is used to determine the rate of collisional 

quenching:
31

 

 

F0/F = τ0/τ =1+kqτ0[Q]                                                                                   (1.4) 

 

Where F0 and F  are the fluorescence or phosphorescence intensity in the absence 

and presence of the quencher, and τ0 and τ  are the lifetime of molecules in 

absence and presence of the quencher, respectively; [Q] is the concentration of 

the quencher, and kq is the bimolecular quenching constant, which reflects the 

efficiency of quenching or the accessibility of the luminophores to the quencher. 

  

Collisional quenching is a time-dependent process. Quenching can also occur 

when the quencher is bound to the luminophores in their ground state and forms 

non-luminescent complexes, it is referred as static quenching. A Stern-Volmer 

plot, where static quenching is involved will show a linear dependence of F0/F on 

the concentration of the quencher, with the quenching constant of static 

quenching being essentially the association constant. The emission lifetime, in 

the case of static quenching does not decrease because only the unbound 

luminophores are observed, which have the unquenched lifetime , and bound 

luminophores are non-emissive. A plot of τ0/τ versus [Q] can be used to 

distinguish collisional quenching from static quenching, for static quenching 
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τ0/τ=1 , while for dynamic quenching τ0/τ= F0/F. The absorption spectra of 

luminophores can be also used to distinguish static and dynamic quenching. If 

there are no changes in the absorption spectrum of a luminophore, then they are 

likely to be involved in dynamic quenching, while the formation of a ground-state 

complex in the static quenching event can result in a change in the absorption 

spectrum. 

 

1.4.2  Electron Transfer  

 

Electron transfer from molecules in the excited state to a second molecular 

species is a further process that can also lead to quenching of emission. Electron 

transfer requires a compatible acceptor (A) to be in proximity to a donor (D). The 

donor is a molecule with a low ionization potential, and the acceptor has a high 

electron affinity.  

            

Figure 5. The mechanism of oxidative electron transfer where the LUMO of the 

excited molecules is above the LUMO of the ground state of the acceptor (a), and 

reductive electron transfer where the HOMO of the excited molecules is below 

the HOMO of the ground state of the donor (b). 

D
* 

A D
+•

 A
-•
 

(a) 

 

 

A
*

 D D
+•

 A
-•
 

(b) 

D + A + hν → D
*
 +A → D

+•
 + A

-• 

A + D+ hν → A
*

 +D → A
-
•
 + D

+
•
 

HOMO 

LUMO 
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There are two mechanisms for electron transfer: oxidative and reductive (Figure 

5). The molecules in an excited state have a significantly different oxidation and 

reduction potential than the ground state, due to occupation of the LUMO level. 

If the donor molecular species has a higher LUMO energy than that of the 

acceptor, the excited donor will transfer electrons to the lower energy orbital of 

the acceptor. The excited state of molecules, which absorbed light, is considered 

to be a good donor (Figure 5, a). Since the electron is moved to a higher orbital, 

there is a vacancy in the lower energy orbital (HOMO), which facilitates 

reduction. In the presence of a donor with a higher lying HOMO, an electron is 

accepted from the donor and transferred to the HOMO of the excited molecules 

(Figure 5, b). 

 

Photoinduced electron transfer promotes charge separation, which has several 

manifestations in photochemical reactions, and is also a key step in the function 

of photosynthesis, and of materials developed for photovoltaic and molecular 

electronics applications.  

 

One example based on photoinduced electron transfer processes in nature is that 

photosystem II absorbs light to provide electrons for photosynthesis in thylakoid 

membranes of plants, algae, and cyanobacteria.
32

 The crystal structure of 

photosystem II was determined by Ferreira et al.,
34

 which is shown in Figure 6. 

Excitation of the reaction center via four chlorophylls (ChlD1, ChlD2, PD1 and PD2) 

initiates electron transfer to the primary electron acceptor pheophytin (Pheo). The 

formation of the primary radical pair of PD1
˙
and Pheo

˙−
 takes place in a few 

picoseconds. Stabilisation of the PD1
˙
 and Pheo

˙−
 state is accomplished by electron 

transfer from Pheo
˙−

 to a plastoquinone acceptor QA then to a second 

plastoquinone QB. This electron transfer is aided by the presence of a non-haem 

iron (Fe) located mid-way between them and it occurs over the microsecond to 

millisecond time domain according to its redox state. The charge recombination 

in photosystem II is in the 10
−8

 to 10
−4

 s time range,
33

 which is long enough to 

oxidize water to oxygen and reduces plastoquinone to plastoquinol, 

simultaneously serving as the ultimate electron source for biosynthesis of organic 

matter and contributing to the pH gradient across the photosynthetic membrane 

for ATP synthesis. 
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Figure 6. Organisation of the electron transfer cofactors that make up the 

reaction center of Photosystem II as revealed by X-ray crystallography.
34

 

Reproduced from ref. 34 with permission. Copyright the American Association 

for the Advancement of Science (2005). 

 

Another example related to photoinduced electron transfer is found in 

semiconducting solar cells based on n- and p- type dye. The charge separation 

between the donor/acceptor interfaces of semiconducting solar cells converts 

energy to an electrical signal.
35,36

 Figure 7 shows the principle of operation of 

photoelectrochemical cells based on n-type semiconductors. Light excitation 

induces an ultrafast initial charge separation, which occurs in femtoseconds. The 

electric field present in the space-charge layer leads to a relatively slower charge 

recombination, which allows the charge carriers to be collected as an electric 

signal. The negative charge carriers move through the bulk of the semiconductor 

to the current collector and the external circuit. The positive holes are driven to 

the surface where they are scavenged by the reduced form of the redox relay 

molecule.  
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Figure 7. Principle of operation of photoelectrochemical cells based on n-type 

semiconductors.
37

 Reproduced from ref. 37 with permission. Copyright the 

American Association for the Advancement of Science (2001). 

 

1.4.3  Energy transfer 

 

As with electron transfer, when an energy acceptor with suitable excited state 

energy and distance is present, energy transfer can occur from the excited 

molecule (donor) to an acceptor. Instead of formation of a charge separated state 

due to electron transfer, energy transfer produces an excited electronic state in the 

acceptor. 

 

Energy transfer processes are rationalized through many possible mechanisms. 

The most trivial form of energy transfer is radiative transfer, which occurs when 

a donor molecule emits a photon upon excitation and an accepter molecule 

reabsorbs that photon (Figure 8 and equation 1.5).
38

  

 

D + hν → D
*
 → D + A

*
                                                                                      (1.5) 

 

Radiative transfer occurs when the emission spectrum of the donor substantially 

overlaps with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor. The rate or efficiency of 

radiative transfer is dependent on a number of factors, including the quantum 

yield of the donor, the concentration of acceptor molecules, and the molar 

absorption of the acceptor at the wavelength of emission of the donor. In dilute 

solution, the probability of radiative transfer is very low.   

A 
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Figure 8. Trivial energy transfer processes. 

 

There are two main mechanisms of energy transfer in molecular organic 

photochemistry (Figure 9). One is the electron exchange interaction, which is also 

referred as orbital overlap electron exchange (Figure 9, a). The other is the 

dipole-dipole interaction, which is also referred as Coulombic or resonant energy 

transfer (Figure 9, b). These two mechanisms are named as Dexter energy 

transfer
39

 and Förster resonance energy transfer,
40

 respectively.   

 

 
Figure 9. (a) Dexter energy transfer and (b) Förster resonance energy transfer 

mechanisms. 
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Dexter energy transfer 

 

Dexter energy transfer involves electron exchange mediated by the overlap of 

orbitals of the excited state donor and the ground state acceptor (Figure 8, a). 

When light is absorbed by the donor, an electron in the LUMO transfers to the 

LUMO of the acceptor, which is equal or lower than that of the donor. 

Meanwhile, one electron in the HOMO of the acceptor transfers to the HOMO of 

the donor. 

 

The rate of electron exchange (kee ) in Dexter energy transfer is determined by 

the magnitude of the specific orbital interaction (K ) that promotes the electron 

exchange, the magnitude of the spectral overlap integral (J), and the distance 

between the donor and acceptor (rDA ). Equation 1.6 describes the electron 

exchange energy transfer rate, in which L is the sum of the van de Waals radii.  

                                           

k ee= K J e -(2r
DA

/L)                                                                                            (1.6) 

 

Equation 1.6 indicates that the efficiency of Dexter energy transfer decreases 

steeply as the separation between the donor and acceptor increases because of it 

is an exponential relationship. Dexter energy transfer typically occurs within 10 

Å, and it is a short-range energy transfer mechanism. To achieve efficient Dexter 

energy transfer, the donor and acceptor are usually held in a fixed position, for 

example, covalently connecting the donor and acceptor at a fixed distance.  

 

Dexter energy transfer can also occur through the excited triplet state, which is 

termed as triplet state sensitization (Figure 10). Energy transfer from the triplet 

excited state of the donor to the acceptor is accompanied by intersystem crossing. 

To conserve spin, electron exchange processes allows the formation of the triplet 

excited state of the acceptor. The quantum yield of the triplet state of many 

organic molecules is low, since other processes with faster rates are observed 

mainly, e.g. fluorescence. Triplet state sensitization through a donor that has 

efficient intersystem crossing can yield sufficient triplet state in the acceptor. 

This allows the photochemistry of the triplet state of the organic molecules to be 

studied and used. 
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Figure 10. Dexter energy transfer through triplet states of the donor and acceptor. 

 

Whitten et al. investigated complexes in which metalloporphyrins were bound to 

stilbene and its derivatives (Figure 11).
 41,42

 Isomerization was achieved through 

triplet state sensitization by irradiation with visible light of 400-600 nm, while 

UV or near UV light is needed to directly induce the photoisomerization of 

stilbene and related compounds. The long triplet lifetimes and high triplet 

quantum yield of metalloporphyrins enable energy transfer to produce the triplet 

state of stilbenes. The triplet sensitization results in a cis or trans excited state 

converting to the perpendicular triplet excited state (
p

T
1
) and relaxing to the 

ground state, by which the isomerization takes place. 

 

  

Figure 11. The structures of stilbene and metalloporphyrins. The photochemical 

process is described on the left. 

 

Triplet state sensitization is also widely applied in energy up-conversion systems, 

which provides a promising way to produce high-energy light using medium-
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energy light. Two steps are involved in up-conversion: the first is triplet-triplet 

Dexter energy transfer between the donor and acceptor, and the second step is 

triplet-triplet annihilation of the acceptor. Triplet-triplet annihilation occurs when 

two acceptor molecules in their triplet excited state encounter and produce one 

molecule in a singlet excited state and the other relaxes to its ground state. One 

example of up-conversion is shown in Figure 12, in which Pt(II)-

octaethylporphryin (PtOEP) acts as the donor and  9, 10-diphenylanthracene 

(DPA) as the acceptor.
43

 PtOEP is promoted to its first singlet excited state (2.33 

eV) upon excitation at 532 nm, and relaxes to the triplet excited state (1.91 eV) 

through efficient intersystem crossing. Energy transfer occurs from the triplet 

excited state of PtOEP to the triplet excited state of DPA (1.78 eV). Triplet-triplet 

annihilation promotes triplet DPA to its higher singlet excited state (e.g. S2 or S3) 

and relaxes rapidly to the first excited state (2.83 eV). The emission band of this 

up-conversion system has a maximum located at 430 nm upon excitation at 

greater than 500 nm.     

 

 

Figure 12. The generation of the up-converted fluorescence through Dexter 

energy transfer of Pt(II)-octaethylporphyrin and 9, 10-diphenylanthracene. 

 

Triplet energy transfer is also used extensively to sensitize triplet oxygen to form 

singlet oxygen, and it is applied in a wide range of areas in photooxidation, DNA 
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damage, and photodynamic therapy.
44, 45

 The ground state of oxygen molecules is 

a spin triplet termed (
3
Σg

-
, or generally 

3
O2). There are two accessible excited 

states of triplet oxygen termed singlet oxygen, 
1
Σg

+
 and 

1
∆g (generally 

1
O2), 

which are spin singlets with 158 and 95 kJ/mol above the triplet state, 

respectively. Relaxation from 
1
Σg

+
 to 

1
∆g is very fast, while the transition from 

1
∆g to 

3
Σg

-
 is spin forbidden, thus singlet oxygen is a relatively long-lived 

species and highly reactive. Photosensitization is a simple and controllable 

method for generation of singlet oxygen, in which the photosensitizer transfers its 

energy of excitation to 
3
Σg

-
 to generate singlet oxygen. Achieving a high 

singlet oxygen quantum yield requires that the photosensitizer has a high triplet 

state quantum yield (>0.4), an electronic energy of the triplet state at least 20 

kJ/mol above that of singlet oxygen, a long triplet lifetime and high photostability. 

Common photosensitizers used to generate singlet oxygen are some organic 

dyes
46

 e.g. rose Bengal, methylene blue, porphyins,
47

 phthalocyanines,
48

 and 

transition metal complexes.
49

 

 

Förster resonance energy transfer 

 

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) involves a through space dipole-dipole 

interaction with overlap of dipolar electric fields of the excited state of the donor 

and the ground state of the acceptor (Figure 10, b). This interaction does not 

require overlap of the orbitals or a van der Waals contact between the donor and 

acceptor as in Dexter energy transfer, because it operates through electric fields 

created as the excited state donor relaxes and the ground state acceptor is excited.  

 

The rate of FRET (kET) is inversely proportional to the distance and extent of 

spectral overlap (r) of the donor emission and acceptor absorption. Equation 1.7 

describes the energy transfer rate in terms of the Förster distance (R0) and the 

lifetime of the donor (τD ) in the absence of the acceptor. 

 

kET = (1/τD) (R0/r)6                                                                                          (1.7) 

 

The Förster distance (R0) is the distance at which the energy transfer efficiency is 

50%. R0 is determined by the overlap integral (J) between the emission spectrum 

of the donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor. R0 is expressed in 

Equation 1.8:
50
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R0
6=9 Q0 (ln 10) k2J /(128 π5n4NA)                                                                (1.8) 

 

where Q0 is the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor, k is the orientation 

between the dipoles of the donor and acceptor, n  is the refractive index of the 

solvent or environment, and NA is Avogadro’s number. 

 

FRET does not require overlap of the orbitals of the donor and acceptor, so 

energy transfer occurs over much longer distances than with Dexter energy 

transfer. The Förster radius in FRET can reach to ca. 80 Å, which allows FRET 

to be applied in probing biological structures,
51

 and studying interactions at 

interfaces.
52

 Biological structures can be labeled with two different fluorescent 

groups, which are referred as the donor and acceptor, respectively, and the 

emission spectrum of the donor overlaps with the absorption spectrum of the 

acceptor (Figure 13). The closer the donor and acceptor are, the more efficient the 

FRET is, thus the fluorescence intensity of the acceptor increases, meanwhile, the 

donor’s fluorescence intensity decreases. The ratio of the two emission bands can 

be used to determine the distance between the donor and acceptor.   

 
Figure 13. Overlap of the absorption and the emission spectra of the donor and 

acceptor used for probing, e.g. biology structures. 

 

For example Chu et al. used dye labeled individual tethrahymena thermophila 

ribozyme molecules to study the processes of catalysis by RNA and folding with 
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fluorescence microscopy.
53

 A donor Cy3 dye was attached to the region that 

moves during the docking, and an acceptor Cy5 dye was bound near the 

immobilization site, which is shown in Figure 14. The emission from the acceptor 

was monitored when the donor was excited.  The real-time observation of a 

single molecule was observed by emission intensity versus time. FRET studies 

indicated that the distance between the donor and acceptor changed from 10-20 Å 

to 70 Å upon docking. 

 

 
 

Figure 14. FRET between Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red) in tethrahymena 

thermophila ribozyme molecule gives a signal for docking.
53

 Reproduced from 

ref. 53 with permission. Copyright American Association for the Advancement of 

Science (2000). 
 

 
 

Figure 15. The principle of molecular beacon.
54

 Reproduced from ref. 57 with 

permission. Copyright American Association for the Advancement of Science 

(2004). 
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Another application of FRET is molecular beacons, which act like switches that 

are normally closed and do not emit. Binding induces conformational changes 

that open the hairpin and, as a result, the fluorescence is turned on (Figure 15). 

Molecular beacons have been used widely as probes in chemistry, biology, 

biotechnology and medical sciences for biomolecular recognition.
 55, 56, 57 

 

1.5 Thesis overview 

 

This thesis describes the techniques and methods used to characterize molecular 

organic photochemical processes and explored several photochemical systems 

including smart molecules (molecular switches and molecular motors) and 

materials, in which the functions and properties are controlled or modified 

through energy transfer, electron transfer, or photochemical reactions. 

 

Chapter 2 describes several home-built instruments capable of transient 

luminescence, transient absorption and near-infrared emission spectroscopies. 

These home-built systems were used to study the photochemical processes in the 

following chapters. 

 

In chapter 3 a photoswitchable magnetic system is described. Two organic radical 

centers are attached to an overcrowded alkene photochromic unit, and the 

through space magnetic interaction was switched on and off by 

photoisomerization. The function of this system was characterized by UV/vis 

absorption, 
1
H-NMR, and EPR spectroscopies. 

 

In chapter 4 porphyrins were used to modify the properties of graphene, and 

sensitize the rotation of molecular motors. Energy and/or electron transfer from 

porphyrins was studied by transient absorption spectroscopies. UV/vis absorption 

and CD spectroscopies were used to determine the properties of the graphene-

based hybrid materials and the functionality of visible light driven molecular 

motors. 

 

In chapter 5 singlet oxygen generation was switched on and off using 

diarylethene switches. The on and off states of 
1
O2 generation were accessed by 

alternate irradiation with UV and visible light, and the systems were 

characterized by UV/vis absorption and emission spectroscopies. The energy 
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transfer from the photosensitizer to diarylethene switches was studies by transient 

absorption spectroscopy. 

 

In chapter 6 a series of variously substituted molecular motors were characterized 

by transient absorption and UV/vis absorption spectroscopy. The rotation speeds 

and energy barriers to helix inversion of these molecular motors were determined. 
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   CHAPTER 2 
 

Instrumentation 

 
In this chapter, the design and construction of three home-built instrument 
systems are described. The first system was built in order to detect medium to 
long lived luminescence, with better efficiency than that can be achieved with the 
single photon counting technique and can extend to time scales of seconds. Based 
on this time-resolved luminescence system, a laser flash photolysis system was 
constructed to achieve time-resolved absorption from the micro to millisecond 
time scale, which can be used to study slow relaxation and chemical reactions. 
The system was extended to allow for infrared luminescence measurement. With 
phase locked signal amplification, the sensitivity of infrared system substantially 
improved.  
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2.1 Introduction 
 
Since the first ruby laser was built in 1960, 1 laser technology has developed 
rapidly and widely applied in spectroscopy, because of its excellent properties, 
e.g., high intensity, monochromaticity, polarization, etc.  Thanks to the 
development of ultra-fast lasers, dynamic physical and chemical processes can be 
probed on picosecond (ps) and even femtosecond (fs) time scales.  In 2001, an 
attosecond (as) pulsed laser was developed, 2,3 which opened up an unexplored 
timescale for the study of dynamics of molecules. 4,5 However, these advances 
have overshadowed longer time scale time-resolved spectroscopy. The time scale 
of photoreactions covers a wide range, from attosecond to second and the range is 
almost 20 orders of magnitude. In Table 1, some typical time scales of interesting 
photochemical events are listed. 6 If the measurement focuses on rotational and 
translational motion, fast chemical reactions, or longer luminescence lifetimes, 
which occur over tens of nanosecond (ns) to millisecond (ms) or even to the 
seconds scale, applying ultra-fast technology to measure these events is 
cumbersome or even totally unsuitable.  
 
For dynamic processes from nanosecond to millisecond time scales, the most 
common technology is flash photolysis, which was invented in 1949 by Manfred 
Eigen, Ronald G. W. Norrish and George Porter, 7, 8,9 who won the 1967 Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry for their contributions in this field. In flash photolysis, the 
sample is firstly excited by an intense light pulse, which populates electronic 
states other than the ground state and lead to ultrafast chemical reactions. A 
synchronized probe light source monitors the changes in absorption, since 
molecules in an excited state have different absorption spectra compared with the 
ground state, to follow relaxation or chemical processes in real time. Nowadays, 
the gas-filled flash discharge tubes used as pump sources have been replaced by a 
nanosecond pulse laser, such as Q-switch Nd:YAG laser, Nd:YLF laser, or argon 
lasers. These lasers can generate much more intense light with nanosecond pulse 
width. An intense xenon lamp or a laser can be used as probe source. 
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Table 1. Time scales of typical photochemical events. 

Time scale(s) Rate (s-1) Dynamic events 

10-18=1 as 
↓ 

1018 

↓ Motion in nucleus 

10-15=1 fs 

↓ 
1015 

↓ 

Electronic motion 
Electron orbital jumps 

Electron transfer 
Proton transfer 

10-12=1 ps 

↓ 
1012 

↓ 

Vibrational motion 
Bond cleavage 

Rotational and translational 
motion 

(small molecules) 
Spin-orbit coupling 

Fluorescence 

10-9=1 ns 

↓ 
109 

↓ 

Rotational and translational 
motion 

(large molecules) 
Hyperfine coupling 

Fluorescence 

10-6=1 μs 

↓ 
106 
↓ 

Ultrafast chemical reactions 
Rotational and translational 

motion 
(large molecules) 

Phosphorescence 

10-3=1 ms 

↓ 
103 

↓ 

Ultrafast chemical reactions 
Rotational and translational 

motion 
(large molecules) 

Phosphorescence 

100=1 s 

↓ 
100 

↓ Fast chemical reactions 

 
Some molecules in nature or synthetized by chemists show relatively strong 
luminescence. Measuring emission light has been widely applied in chemistry, 
biology and nanotechnology, 10  including visualizing the interactions between 
molecules in different environments, locating target biomolecules or cells, 
determining the distance between sites in large molecules, etc. Steady-state 
luminescence measurements are straightforward, while time-resolved studies 
require much more complex instrumentation, but can provide more information. 
For instance, luminescence lifetime reports whether the quenching of the 
emission is due to a static or a dynamic process. Time-correlated single-photon 
counting (TCSPC) is the most popular method for time-domain fluorescence 
measurements. 11, 12 However, if the luminescence lifetime is longer than 1 μs, 
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which is mostly the case with phosphorescence, TCSPC systems have difficulty 
to reach this range or take an extremely long time to obtain a good quality signal. 
This is because a delay of 10 lifetimes is needed between each event (1 μs 
lifetime, hence a maximum of 10,000 counts per seconds). A more economic 
approach is to use a laser flash photolysis setup without the probe beam. The 
sample is initially excited by a pulsed light source, a nanosecond pulse laser for 
instance, and detected by a synchronized photodetector together with a date 
acquisition card, which has sufficient time resolution. This method can measure 
lifetimes from the nanosecond to the second time scales. 

 
2.2 Time-resolved luminescence spectrometer 

 
The typical design of standard spectrofluorometers used to record steady-state 
excitation and emission spectra is shown in Scheme 1. The excitation light passes 
through a monochromator or filter to select a fixed wavelength to irradiate the 
sample, and the liquid sample is commonly prepared in a glass or silica cuvette 
and placed into a cuvette holder in the spectrofluorometer. The emission is 
collected at 90o to the excitation beam by a photo sensitive detector, coupled to a 
second monochromator or filter. The angle is used to minimize incident or 
reflected light reaching the detector. 
 
The light source in a spectrofluorometer should be strong enough to excite the 
maximum number of the molecules any one point in time. The most common 
light sources are mercury vapor lamps and/or xenon arc lamps. The mercury lamp 
provides excitation at essentially all wavelengths primarily from 200-600 nm. 
Xenon arc lamps have a nearly continuous emission spectrum in the range from 
300-800 nm, and this source allows for recording of both emission and excitation 
spectra. In addition, laser, LED and other light sources can be used as well. A 
laser has a narrow wavelength range, which means that it is not necessary to 
equip the source with excitation monochromator or filter. 
 
Monochromators or filters are used to transmit a mechanically selectable narrow 
band of wavelengths of excitation source and emission of the samples. The 
collimated light from the entrance slit of the monochromator is reflected on to the 
first mirror and to a grating, in which different wavelengths exit at a different 
angle, and the second mirror refocuses the light on to the exit slit. However, no 
monochromator is perfect and stray light, i.e. light that follows a random path, 
must be suppressed. The 90o arrangement can reduce stray light, but the light 
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scattered from the sample can still be detected. To avoid this, spectroscopists 
usually set the start emission wavelength 20 nm longer than the excitation 
wavelength and/or put a filter in front of the emission monochromator, which can 
cut of the excitation light. 
 
There are several possible photosensitive detectors that can be utilized in 
spectrofluorometers. Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), photodiodes and charge-
coupled devices (CCD). PMTs are the most common detector used in 
spectrofluorometers. 13 They can convert the incident light to current, and the 
current can be amplified as much as 100 million times in the photocathode and 
multiple dynode stages. A stable high voltage supply is needed to operate PMTs. 
A photodiode has the capability to convert light either to current or voltage, and it 
is much less costly but is also less sensitive than a PMT. CCDs show growing 
application in fluorescence spectroscopy. 14  The pixels in a CCD enable 
conversion of the photons into charge and the charge at each pixel can be read out 
when desired. This enables a luminescence spectrum to be obtained in two- or 
three-dimensions. 15 Most CCDs are more expensive than PMTs and an additional 
cooling unit is required to achieve a sufficient signal to noise ratio (SNR).  
 

 
Scheme 1. Arrangement of a typical spectrofluorometer. 

 
Based on the basic scheme for a spectrofluorometer, a time-resolved 
luminescence system was built (Scheme 2). This system is focused on detecting 
emissions with longer lifetimes, including fluorescence lifetimes longer than 100 
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ns and phosphorescence lifetimes. A Nd:YAG pulsed laser 16  is used as an 
excitation light source, which can generate 6 ns pulses at up to 10 Hz and the 
excitation wavelengths at 266 nm, 355 nm, 532 nm, 1064 nm, and more 
wavelengths available through the use of a Raman shifter. 17 A xenon arc lamp 
with a pulse generator is also available to work as the excitation light source, 
which can be used to detect microsecond and/or steady state luminescence 
spectra. The emission is detected as in a standard spectrofluorometer. The 
difference is that the light falling on the PMT is recorded at a fixed wavelength as 
a series of decays trigged when the laser pulse irradiated the sample. In order to 
achieve this goal, a second photodiode detector is used and the signals of two 
detectors are sent into separate channels of an oscilloscope. The first channel 
records the time-resolved luminescence signal, and the second channel acts as a 
trigger source. When the pulsed light irradiates the sample, a small fraction (less 
than 1%) is reflected onto the photodiode and this triggers the oscilloscope to 
start capturing the data and record the emission signal. The oscilloscope not only 
records the signal, but also can do some preliminary data processing, e. g. 
averaging to improve the signal to noise ratio. The devices control and data 
transfer and analysis are accomplished by the home-built software with a 
computer, which is described in detail in the software section below. The main 
specifications of each component are summarized in Table 2.  
 

 
 Scheme 2. Layout of transient luminescence system. 
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Table 2. Specifications of home-built transient luminescence system. 

Light sources 
Xenon Arc lamp with the 

pulser (Applied Photophysics 
Co., Ltd. SX20 ) 18 

Power:150 W  
Wavelength range: 250 nm-800 nm 
Pulsed beam: 400 μs plateau region 

Light sources 
Flash lamp pumped Nd:YAG 

laser  
(INNOLAS. SpitLight 400)19 

Repetition Rate: from 1 to 10 Hz  
Pulse Energy at 1064 nm: > 400 mJ  
Pulse Energy at 532 nm: > 240 mJ  
Pulse Energy at 355 nm: > 100 mJ  

Beam Diameter: 6 mm 
Pulse width:  < 8 ns  

Temporal Jitter: < ± 1 ns  

Monochromators 
Excitation monochromator 
(Zolix Instruments. Omni-

λ150)20 

Scanning range: 0-900 nm 
Resolution: 0.4 nm 

Wavelength accuracy: ±0.25nm 
Focal length: 150 mm 
Relative aperture: f/4.2  
Slit width: 0.01-3 mm 

Blazing: 500 nm 

Monochromators 
Emission monochromator 
(Zolix Instruments. Omni-

λ300)22 

Scanning range: 0-1200 nm 
Resolution: 0.1 nm 

Wavelength accuracy: ±0.2nm 
Focal length: 300 mm 
Relative aperture: f/3.9 
Slit width: 0.01-3 mm 

Blazing: 500 nm 

Detector  
PMT  

(Zolix Instruments, PMTH-
S1-CR131)21 

Wavelength range: 185-900 nm 
Dynode gain: 1×107 

Anode dark current:3×10-9 A 
Single electron jitter: 22 ns 

Detector 
Photodiode  

(Thorlabs SM05PD/A)22 
 

Cathode grounded photodiode 
Wavelength range: 200-1100 nm 

Material: Si 

Oscilloscope  
Tektronix DPO 4032 Digital 

Phosphor Oscilloscope23 

Channel Model: 2  
Maximum Sample Rate : 2.5 GS/s 
 Maximum Record Length: 10 M 

points  
Timebase Range (s/div): 1 ns to 400 s 

Calculated Rise Time: 1 ns 
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Compared to the TCSPC, this method can extend the time scale to seconds and 
less time is required to record decay traces. The typical transit time range of 
PMTs is from 20-50 ns, and this means the system has the ability to detect 
luminescence lifetime longer than 100 ns.  The use of a PMT instead of an iCCD 
detector for the time-resolved measurements not only reduces costs but also 
ensures that the sample is irradiated with fewer pulses, which can protect the 
sample from photodecomposition.            
  

This system can work as a normal spectrofluorometer by replacing the Nd:YAG 
pulsed laser with a xenon arc lamp together with an excitation monochromator. 
By controlling the scan of the emission monochromator, the oscilloscope can 
record the emission spectrum of the sample. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the 
emission spectrum obtained with the home-built system and a commercial 
spectrofluorometer (JASCO FP6200). The sample tested was palladium 
tetraphenylporphyrin (PdTPP) dissolved in aerated 1,2-dichloroethane with 
excitation at 532 nm, which should give a fluorescence maximum at 610 nm and 
phosphorescence maximum at 710 nm, however because of oxygen, the 
phosphorescence is totally quenched and the latter signal does not appear in the 
spectrum. 24  The correspondence of the two spectra demonstrates the 
performances of the home-built system as a spectrofluorometer. 
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Figure 1. Comparison between spectra recorded on a home-built system and 
commercial spectrofluorometers. 
 
Time-resolved luminescence was studied by measuring the lifetime of 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ in deaerated acetonitrile solution. Degassing was achieved by at 
least three cycles of freeze-pump-thaw. The sample was excited at 532 nm, and 
the lifetime is record at 607 nm, where the maximum emission occurs. Fitting 
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with a first order exponential decay gave a lifetime of 1.1 ±0.2 µs which 
corresponds to the literature value. 25  This system is further used to detect 
phosphorescence lifetimes as described in Chapter 4. 

 

Figure 2. Luminescence decay of [Ru(bpy)3]2+  at 607 nm measured on a home-
built transient luminescence system. 
 

2.3 Laser flash photolysis 
 
Laser flash photolysis technique has seen wide application in the study of 
transient species, such as radicals or ions26, fast photochemical reaction, 27 , 28 
changes in conformation, 29 and slow electron or energy transfer in chemical and 
biological systems. 30, 31 The concept of laser flash photolysis is using a pulsed 
light source, a flash lamp or laser with a flash duration at least 10 times shorter 
than the process of interest, to drive the molecules into excited states and/or start 
a reaction. The excitation causes a change in absorbance, by following which the 
kinetics of processes can be determined.  
 
The time-resolved luminescence setup can be modified to accomplish the above 
purpose by placing a xenon arc lamp in front of the sample (Scheme 3). The 
pulse generator of the xenon arc lamp is used here to provide a more intense 
monitoring beam for samples that do not show strong enough transient signals 
due to the weak probe light source. The pulse generator is synchronized to the 
flash lamp inside the Nd:YAG laser, so once the pulsed laser emits, the lamp 
would produce a flash of white light at the same time. The delay between the 
laser pulse and flash light can be manually adjusted on the front panel of pulse 
generator. The intensity of UV light from the flash lamp can be increased 150 
times than without the flash function and the visible region can be increased 
around 35 times. The overall pulse duration is 2 ms with a 400 μs plateau region. 
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Other components have the same function as in the time-resolved luminescence 
system. 

 

Scheme 3. Layout of the laser flash photolysis system. 
 

The signal of transient absorption is much more difficult to monitor than transient 
luminescence. Since it focuses on the change in the optical density (ΔOD), the 
background is required, which is the light absorbed by the ground state of the 
samples. The ground-state absorption can be as much as four orders of magnitude 
more intense than ΔOD. To obtain a reliable signal, the pump source should be 
strong enough to generate as much change (ΔOD) as possible and the detector 
itself should be sensitive enough to distinguish the change in absorbance. 32,33 
Some other parameters should be considered in advance as well, such as the 
concentration of the sample and the overlap area of the pump source and 
monitoring beam in the sample. 
 
The change in the optical density (ΔOD) is defined by the Beer-Lambert law (2-
1),  
 
∆OD = ∆εc푙 = 휀퐺푆푐퐺푆푙 − 휀퐸푆푐퐸푆푙                                                                                                     (2-1) 
 
Where ∆ε is the molar absorptivity change between the transient and ground state 
spectrum at the monitoring wavelength, 푙 is the optical path along the monitoring 
beam, and 푐 is concentration. 
 
Most samples measured in laser flash photolysis are prepared in a standard 1×1 
cm cuvette with a volume of ca. 3 ml. Using longer optical path cuvettes could 
not increase the signal, since the pump pulse only focuses on a certain portion of 
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the entire probe length, and large 푙  means a decrease in the ratio between 
transient and ground state and it can overwhelm the signal. ∆휀 is determined by 
the intrinsic characteristics of the sample and can be controlled only to a limited 
extent. Normally a monitoring wavelength near the absorption maximum is 
chosen. 
 
The concentration of the transient species 푐 is determined by several parameters, 
e.g., pump pulse power density, quantum yield, the absorbance of the sample at 
the pump wavelength, beam alignment, etc. An intense pump pulse and high 
quantum yield can result in a large value of 푐, however a high pump power might 
bleach the sample permanently, so it should be always checked whether the 
sample is bleached after the laser flash photolysis study.  
 
If a 3 ml sample in 1×1 cm cuvette is considered, only a small volume is 
irradiated by the probe beam (2-2).  
 

푉 =                                                                                                                  (2-2) 
 

Where 푑 is the diameter of the probe beam. Figure 3 shows the overlap of the 
probe beam with the pump beam, and the front view and side view is drawn as 
well. Here it is assumed that the diameter of the probe beam is larger than the 
pump beam. In the case of the diameter of the probe beam		푑 = 3	푚푚, only 2.4% 
of the total volume is probed. In this volume, the absorbance of the sample 
influences the absorption efficiency of the pump beam. The pump beam has to 
first transit the distance 푠 (in the side view of Figure 3), in which the probe beam 
is absent, and afterwards overlap with the monitor light. The transmittance of the 
pump beam in the overlap area can be calculated by equation 2-3: 
 
푇 = 푇 − 푇 = 10 − 10 ( )                                                               ( 2-3) 
 
Where 푇  is the transmittance in the distance of  푠, 푇  is the transmittance in the 
distance of  푠 + 푑, and 퐴 is absorbance at the excitation wavelength. Figure 4 
shows a plot of 푇  vs.  퐴 for several values of 푑. Here it is assumed that the probe 
beam is at the center of the cuvette.  
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Figure 3. Overlap of pump and probe beam in a 1×1cm cuvette. 
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Figure 4. The efficiency of the pump pulse in the overlap region as a function of 
sample absorbance with different sizes of probe beam. 
 
It can be seen in Figure 4 that the optimal absorbance is ca. 0.8 in a typical 
experimental system. However, signal quality also depends on the individual 
setup and the samples. In general, the absorbance is chosen between 0.5 and 1.0.  
Figure 4 indicates that the larger value of 푑 provides better efficiency in regard to 
the pump beam. However, if the size of the beam is too large, a decrease in the 
ratio between transient and ground state molecules occurs because the irradiated 
area of the laser is much smaller, and the signal would be too weak to be detected. 
If a larger value of 푑	together with an broaden pump beam is used, it seems that 
both the effective fraction and the ratio between transient and ground state 
molecules is improved, however, the transient concentration is lower because the 
same number of photons are distribute over a larger volume. 
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In addition to the factors disscussed above, the voltage across the PMT, the width 
of slits both at the entrance and exit of the monochromator are amongst factors 
that should be taken into consideration to obtain optimized transient signals.  

 
To test the performance of the home-built laser flash photolysis system, the first 
measurement is to acquire a steady-state absorption spectrum as a basic function. 
The pulsed laser and pulse generator of the lamp are not required for this 
measurement. Light from the xenon arc lamp passes through the sample and 
transmitted light is detected after the sample through a monochromator by a PMT. 
The sample examined was an aerated solution of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in acetonitrile. The 
spectrum recorded was compared with the spectrum on a commercial UV/vis 
absorption spectrophotometer (Figure 5). The obtained overlap of the two spectra 
demonstrates that the system can be used as a UV/vis absorption 
spectrophotometer. 
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Figure 5. UV/vis absorption spectra recorded on a home-built system and a 
commercial spectrophotometer. 

The second and key measurement is to test the capability of this system to do 
time-resolved absorption of the compounds of which the transient absorption 
lifetimes are known. One of overcrowded alkene-based molecular motors that 
undergo fast thermal relaxation (the structure is shown in Figure 6, left) was 
examined. The upper part of molecular motor undergoes unidirectional rotation 
relative to the lower part upon excitation with UV light and thermal relaxation, 

34,35 and the absorption spectrum undergoes a red shift with the absorbance at 375 
nm decreases and a concomitant increase in absorption at 450 nm. The thermal 
step has a lifetime of ca. 3 μs at 20 ºC. 36 Due to the short lifetime, it cannot be 
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determined by using a steady state spectrophotometer. For laser flash photolysis, 
the sample was prepared in hexane purged with argon, and the absorbance was 
adjusted to 0.46 at 355 nm (the pump wavelength). The change in the absorbance 
was monitor at 475 nm, and the result is shown in Figure 6 (a).  The fitting gives 
a thermal lifetime of 3.1 ± 0.3 μs at room temperature in agreement with the 
literature value.36 The quality of transient absorption signals was further studied 
by measuring the samples with different concentration. Five samples with various 
absorbances at 355 nm from 0.33 to 1.16 were used, and the time-resolved 
absorption spectra are shown in Figure 6 (b). The sample with an absorbance of 
0.80 shows largest change between ground state and excited state, and this is in 
accordance with expectations (Figure 4).      
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Figure 6. Transient absorption trace for molecular rotary motor (a) at 475 nm 
with 355 nm pump, recorded with the home-built laser flash photolysis system. (b)  
The transient absorption traces are measured with various absorbances at 355 nm.  
 
The performance towards the measurement of transient absorption spectra was 
examined further using PdTPP in 1,2-dichloroethane in which oxygen was 
removed by purging with argon. The sample was excited at 532 nm by the 
Nd:YAG laser (10 Hz, 35 mW), and the absorbance at 532 nm was ca. 0.5.  The 
change in absorbance was monitored at 475 nm, where the ground state has 
almost no absorbance (Figure 7 (a), black line). When the compound is excited, 
the absorbance at 475 nm increased immediately and decayed as it relaxes to the 
ground state (Figure 7 (b)). The relaxation time was fitted to a first order 
exponential decay, which gives a lifetime of 19 ± 0.5 μs, which is similar to the 
literature value. 23 The phosphorescence lifetime at 710 nm of the same sample 
was also measured (Figure 7 (c)). Fitting gave an emission decay of 20 ±0.5 μs. 
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The same value obtained from the transient absorption and phosphorescence is 
expected since both signals are due to molecules in the triplet excited state.  

 

Figure 7. (a) UV/vis absorption and emission spectrum of PdTPP. (b) The 
transient absorbance at 475 nm and (c) the phosphorescence decay at 710 nm 
with 532 nm excitation. 
 
2.4 Infrared luminescence spectrofluorometer   
   
Studying the molecules in a living body or cell in vivo is challenging due to the 
absorbed visible light, and one approach is to label the target with an infrared 
luminophore, which can emit infrared light and hence allow for deeply tissue 
penetration. 37  The detectors in a standard spectrofluorometer only cover the 
visible and/or UV range,38 and to extend to the infrared range, an extra detector is 
required. Various types of IR photo detectors are available for particular 
applications, e.g. Indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs), Lead sulfide (PbS), Indium 
antimonide (InSb).39 
 
The system built to measure the steady-state and time-resolved luminescence, 
which is described in section 2.2, uses a PMT detector with the sensitivity 
typically from 185 nm to 850 nm that is unable to detect most of the infrared 
radiation (IR). To broaden the wavelength range to IR, an InGaAs pin detector 
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was added. The principle of an InGaAs detector is similar to that of the Si 
photodiode, which has p-n junctions. When light shines on the detector, electrons 
are excited to populate the conduction band between the p-n junctions and be 
converted to a voltage or current signal. The energy gap of InGaAs is smaller 
than that of Si photodiodes, which provides high sensitivity at longer 
wavelengths. The main specifications of the InGaAs detector used in the home-
built system are listed in Table 3. Due the slow response time of this particular 
detector, this setup is mainly focus on testing steady-state or dynamic process 
slower than 10 ms. 
  

Table 3. Performance of InGaAs detector. 40 

Parameters Specifications 

Detector name Zolix DInGaAs 1600 

Active diameter (mm) 1.5 

Available range (nm) 900-1600 

Responsivity (A/W) 
0.8-0.85 (1300 nm) 

0.85-0.90 (1550 nm) 

Dark Current (nA) 0.1-1 

Shunt resistance (Ω) 1M 

Junction capacitance (pF) 300 

Response time (μs) 660 

 

The InGaAs detector does not show an SNR as good as other photo detectors 
used in the UV and visible range. The output electronic signal is weaker, and in 
most cases, needs to be combined with a preamplifier and a lock-in amplifier. 
The weak electrical signal is first amplified by a preamplifier without 
significantly increasing the SNR, and the amplification amplitude can be tuned. 
To detect weak IR luminescence, a chopper (Model SR540 Optical Chopper, 
Stanford Research Systems INC.) and a lock-in amplifier (Model SR850 DSP 
Lock-in Amplifier, Stanford Research Systems INC.) are needed also.  The 
excitation beam is chopped by the slots of the chopper, and the reference output 
from the chopper controller is used to lock the lock-in amplifier to a chopped 
frequency. The layout of home-built infrared luminescence spectrofluorometer is 
shown in Scheme 4. 
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Scheme 4. Schematic diagram of home-built IR spectrofluorometer system. 
 

A lock-in amplifier is widely used to extract an extremely weak signal as low as a 
few nanovolts in a noisy environment with a known carrier wave. 41 The basic 
functions of a lock-in amplifier are shown in Scheme 5. To get a stable amplified 
signal, there are two multipliers stabilizing the phase between signal and 
reference.  
 
Assuming the tested signal is: 
 
푉 푆푖푛(휔 푡 + 휃 )                                                                                        (2-4) 
 
And the reference signal is: 
 
푉 푆푖푛(휔 푡 + 휃 )                                                                                      (2-5) 
 
The output after the first multiplier unit is:  
 
푉 = 푉 푠푖푛 휔 푡 + 휃 × 푉 푠푖푛 휔 푡 + 휃  
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If the signal and the reference have the same frequency, the difference frequency 
component will be a DC signal, after passing through a low pass filter the sum 
frequency component is removed. The output after the filter is:  
 
푉 푉 cos(휃 − 휃 )                                                                                (2-7) 

 
The same operation can be applied at the second multipliers, and the only 
difference is that the phase of both the signal and the reference are offset by 90º. 
So the output after the second unit is       
 
푉 = 푉 푆푖푛 휔 푡 + 휃 × 푉 푆푖푛 휔 푡 + 휃  

						=
1
2
푉 푉 cos 휔 휔 푡 + 휃 − 휃 +

휋
2

 

										−
1
2
푉 푉 cos 휔 휔 푡 + 휃 + 휃 +

휋
2

 

 
With the same frequency, the output after the low pass filter would be 
 
푉 푉 cos(휃 − 휃 + ) = 푉 푉 sin(휃 − 휃 )                         (2-9) 

 
So both the outputs are DC signals carried by a sine and cosine function, 
respectively, and these signals are proportional to actual signal amplitude. 
 
 

 
Scheme 5. The principle of lock-in amplifier. 
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The contrast between spectra recorded with and without a lock-in amplifier in the 
home-built system is shown by the luminescence spectrum of a 7 W energy saver 
bulb. This light source has several strong emission lines in the infrared region. 42 
The test bulb was placed at the position of the sample holder. The 
monochromator was set to scan from 800 nm to 1600 nm and the spectrum was 
directly recorded on the screen of an oscilloscope (shown in Figure 8). The 
spectrum in Figure 8 (a) is the result of directly measuring the signal from the 
preamplifier, and some of the IR emission lines can be observed but with a poor 
SNR. By using a lock-in amplifier and a chopper to modulate the excitation beam, 
the quality of the spectrum of the bulb was improved significantly and the noise 
was suppressed (Figure 8, b). 
 

 
Figure 8. Near IR spectra of an energy save bulb measured without (a) and with 
(b) a lock-in amplifier. 
 
The system was also used to test the emission of a NIR dye, 1,1’,3,3,3’,3’-
hexamethylindotricarbocyanine iodide (HITCI), which shows a fluorescence 
peak centered at 780 nm, with ~60 nm FWHM, and a shoulder at long 
wavelength side with peak center at 855 nm. 43 Figure 9 (b) shows the spectrum 
measured by the home-built system, and this spectrum was calibrated by using 
NIR emission lines of energy saver bulb42 and the spectrum response of the NIR 
detector. 44 The correspondence of the two spectra demonstrates the performances 
of the home-built system in detecting IR emission. 
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Figure 9. The NIR emission spectrum of the HITCI NIR dye from the literature42 
(a) and measured on a home-built NIR system (b). 
 
2.5 Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, three systems have been built to measure transient luminescence, 
transient absorption, and IR emission spectra. The basic functions of these 
systems working as normal steady state spectrophotometers are maintained, 
which is demonstrated by comparing the spectra obtained on home-built systems 
with those measured on the commercial spectrophotometers. The transient 
performances were characterized by measuring the solutions of PdTPP, 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ and overcrowded molecular motors, and the lifetimes of the 
transient processes obtained on home-built systems are the same as the reported 
values, which demonstrates the accuracy of transient detections. Using a 
preamplifier and lock-in amplifier, the SNR of home-built infrared luminescence 
spectrofluorometer has been substantially improved.  A series of programs to 
control these home-built spectroscopic systems were developed in the LabVIEW 
programming environment, which is descripted in appendix. The software also 
enables recording and preliminary analysis of spectra and transients. 
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 CHAPTER 3  

 

       Photoswitchable Intramolecular  

Through-Space Magnetic Interaction
1 

 

A light driven molecular motor, which bears two TEMPO spin centers, has been 

developed. In this system, the distance between spin centers can be changed with 

light. The interaction between two TEMPO spin centers connected to a 

photoswitchable overcrowded alkene changes upon photoswitching from non-

coupled (3-line EPR spectrum) in the trans state, where the two spin centers are 

separated by ca. 22 Å, to strongly coupled (5-line EPR spectrum) in the cis state, 

with the separation is ca. 7 Å. Importantly, the alkene switching unit’s 

performance is essentially unaffected by the spin centers. 

                                                           
1
 The work presented in this chapter has been published: J. Wang, L. Hou, W. R. Browne, B. L. Feringa, J. Am. 

Chem. Soc. 2011, 133, 8162-8164   
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3.1 Introduction 

 

Dynamic photocontrol over magnetic interactions between stable organic radical 

centers (RCs) is a promising strategy towards molecular-scale information 

processing and memory devices.
1, 2

Several photochromic units (PU),
3
 such as 

azobenzenes,
4
 diarylethenes,

5 , 6 , 7 , 8  
and Schiff bases

9
 have been functionalized 

with RCs to construct systems, in which photoswitching of the PU modulates the 

through-bond interaction between RCs, producing a readable magnetic signal. An 

impressive series of RC-PU-RC compounds have been reported by Irie and 

coworkers.
6, 7, 8

 In these systems, reversible photocyclization of the diarylethene 

PU can switch a through-bond spin-spin coupling of pairs of nitronyl nitroxide 

RCs on and off, manifested in substantial changes in the electron paramagnetic 

resonance (EPR) spectra.
4
 However, in these π-conjugated RC-PU-RC systems, 

modulating the extent of π-delocalization by photo-isomerization of the PU unit 

was used to control the spin-spin interaction. Nevertheless, it is a challenging task 

to achieve a system that operates by switching on and off the electronic 

interaction between RC units through the π-system of the PU unit, without 

compromising the efficiency of photoswitching processes. This requires careful 

optimization of the photochromic π-conjugated structures.
5 
 

 

In this chapter a highly efficient photoswitchable magnetic system by which 

intramolecular through-space magnetic interactions between two RCs can be 

switched on and off reversibly, is described. The molecular design, which does 

not rely on through-bond interactions between the RCs, avoids loss in 

photochemical performance. In this system (Figure 1), the RC-PU-RC functional 

subunits are connected in a non-π-conjugate manner via alkylamide spacers to 

minimize the electronic interference between PU and RC units. The switching 

unit (see trans-1) is based on the well-known overcrowded alkenes (OA),
10, 11, 12, 

13 , 14
 to which a pair of stable 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO) 

radicals are attached via amide bonds. Light-driven cis-trans isomerization of the 

OA unit can switch the through-space magnetic interactions between the TEMPO 

radical pair. In the trans-state, the TEMPO units are kept apart, and the three-line 

EPR spectrum is assigned to that of monomer-like TEMPO unit. In stark contrast, 

in the cis-state, the two TEMPO units are in sufficient proximity to allow for 

strong spin-spin coupling, manifested in a five-line EPR spectrum.
 15, 16

 These 

two states can be interconverted by alternate irradiation at λirr 312 and 365 nm at 

room temperature in several solvents. 
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Figure 1. Photoswitching of intramolecular through-space magnetic interaction. 

 

3.2 Molecular design  

 

A TEMPO unit was attached to each end of the PU via amide bonds as trans-1 

(Figure 1). The mono-TEMPO substituted trans-2 was prepared to confirm the 

intramolecular nature of the photoswitchable spin-spin coupling observed for 

trans/cis-1. Bis-cyclohexylamine substituted trans-3, which does not bear RCs, 

was used for comparison. 

 

 

Scheme 1. Molecular structure of trans 1-3. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion  

 

The compounds trans-1-3 display similar UV/vis absorption spectra (Figure 2, 

Figure 3) with the maximum centered at 297 nm, which is ascribed to absorption 

by the trans-OA unit. Irradiation at 312 nm results in a decrease in the absorption 

of trans-1 (Figure 2a) at 297 nm with a concomitant increase of a new absorption 

band at 350 nm. An isosbestic point was maintained at 319 nm over the course of 

the irradiation. At the photo stationary state (PSS), 89% of cis-1 is formed as 

determined by 
1
H NMR. Trans-1-3 all exhibit essentially identical changes in 

their absorption spectra upon irradiation at 312 nm. The spectral changes are 
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assigned to the trans→cis photo-switching of the OA unit.
10, 11

 For the reference 

compound 3, 
1
H-NMR spectroscopy was employed to monitor the 

photoswitching. The aromatic proton Ha shifts from 7.02 to 6.95 ppm (Figure 3c), 

characteristic
6a,6b 

of the formation of cis-3. 

 

 

Figure 2. UV/vis absorption (1.5× 10
-5

 M) and EPR spectroscopy (1.0× 10
-3

 M) 

of trans-1 (a, b) and trans-2 (c, d) upon irradiation at 312 nm for 70 s in ethyl 

acetate at 20 ˚C. 
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Figure 3. Changes to the UV-vis absorption spectrum of trans-3 (2.3× 10
-5

 M) 

upon irradiation at 312 nm (a). Irradiation of cis-3 at the PSS by 365 nm drives a 

reverse cis→trans isomerization (b). The formation of cis-3 was confirmed by 
1
H-NMR spectroscopy (c). The arrows indicate the signal changes upon 

irradiation at 312 nm for 6 min in CD2Cl2/CD3OD (3/1) at 20 ˚C.  

 

The changes in the magnetic interaction between the two TEMPO radical units of 

compound 1 upon photoswitching were monitored by EPR spectroscopy (Figure 

2b). A three-line spectrum (g = 2.006, AN = 15.5 G) typical of TEMPO was 

observed for trans-1, indicating the absence of significant spin coupling between 

the two radicals.
17, 18 

The EPR spectra showed substantial changes from a three- 

to a five-line spectrum upon irradiation at 312 nm. The mixture of three- and 

five-line EPR signals observed at the PSS (>71% cis-1) was in agreement with 

the PSS determined by UV/vis absorption and 
1
H NMR spectroscopy. The 

(c) 

(a) (b) 
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changes in the EPR spectrum upon switching to the cis state are indicative of 

coupling between the two TEMPO RCs, which is larger than the 
14

N hyperfine 

coupling constant.
15 

Density functional theory (DFT) molecular modeling studies 

at the DFT B3LYP/6-31G* level (Figure 4) indicated that the two TEMPO units 

are in proximity in the cis-state with a separation ca. 7.1 Å (between the N-O 

centers), coinciding with the reported distance through which substantial spin-

spin interaction occurs.
17

 In contrast, in the trans-state, the two TEMPO units are 

sufficiently isolated from each other (ca. 22.4 Å) to preclude significant spin 

coupling. The EPR spectrum of the mono-substituted reference trans-2 is 

unaltered (Figure 2d) upon photoisomerization of the OA unit (Figure 2c), 

supporting the assignment of intramolecular coupling in cis-1. 

 

 
Figure 4. Energy minimized structures of trans-1 (a) and cis-1 (b) optimized 

using density functional theory (DFT) methods with the B3LYP/6-31G (d,p) 

basis set. 

 

Molecular modeling studies also suggest the presence of an intra-molecular 

hydrogen bond (Figure 4) between the amide groups in the cis state, which 

cooperates with the OA platform to direct the two TEMPO arms in a proper 

orientation for spin-spin interaction. This conclusion is further supported by the 

experimental observation that in a protic solvent such as ethanol, the coupled 

EPR signal is less evident (Figure 5) compared with that observed in an aprotic 

solvent (e.g. THF). In the PSS state, the UV/vis absorption spectra are quite 

similar (see Figure 5, a,b), but the change in the EPR signal to the five line 

spectrum is less evident in ethanol compared with that in THF (see the region 

marked with a double arrow). 
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Figure 5. UV/vis absorption spectra and EPR spectra of PSS cis-1 in ethanol (a, c) 

and THF (b,d) at 20 ˚C.  

 

The photoswitching is reversible (Figure 6, Figure 7). Irradiation at 365 nm 

drives the reverse cis→trans isomerization, with the absorption band at 350 nm 

decreasing in intensity (Figure 7a), and a recovery in the initial absorption of 

trans-1 at 297 nm (PSS, 86% trans-1). Concomitant recovery of the three-line 

EPR spectrum is observed also (Figure 7b). 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Reversibility of the switching monitored by EPR spectroscopy upon 

alternate irradiation of PSS mixture of cis/trans-1 at 365 and 312 nm, 

respectively. 
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Figure 7. UV-vis absorption spectra (a, 1.5× 10
-5

 M) and EPR spectra (b, 1.0× 

10
-3 

M) of PSS cis-1 upon irradiation at 365 nm in ethyl acetate at 20 ˚C. 

 

An important feature of the present system is that the radical centers do not 

interfere with the photochemical properties of the switching unit. Comparison of 

the quantum yields (Table 1) of photoswitching for compounds 1-3 indicates that 

TEMPO functionalization does not affect the isomerization significantly in either 

direction. This is a remarkable feature when it is considered that orders of 

magnitude decrease in the quantum efficiency has been observed in π-conjugated 

RC-PU-RC systems.
7
 In addition, the intramolecular nature of the magnetic 

interaction in the current study, in contrast to those showing intermolecular 

interactions,
9
 allows for this dynamic system to operate under a wide range of 

concentrations. Photoisomerization results in substantial changes to the EPR 

spectrum in solvents (Figure 8), such as ethyl acetate, dichloromethane, toluene, 

and acetonitrile (Figure 9). 

 

Table 1. Quantum yields of photoisomerization of compounds 1-3
*
. 

compound                              Φ312                                                    Φ365 

1                                0.131 ±0.03                      0.023±0.03 

2                                0.136 ±0.03                      0.029±0.03 

3                                0.148 ±0.03                      0.038±0.03 

* the quantum yields were independently determined at least 3 times. 
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Figure 8. UV/vis absorption spectra (a-d, 1.5× 10
-5

 M) and EPR spectra (e-h, 

1.0× 10
-4

 M) of trans-1 upon UV irradiation at 312 nm in acetonitrile, a,e; 

tetrahydrofuran, b,f; toluene, c,g and dichloromethane, d,h at 20 ˚C. 

 

 

Figure 9. EPR spectroscopy of PSS cis-1 (1.0× 10
-3

 M, or 2.2× 10
-6

 M) in ethyl 

acetate at 20 ˚C. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

 

A photoswichable magnetic system is described, in which the photochromic units 

(PU) based on the well-known overcrowded alkenes and the organic radical 

centers (RC) 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO) are attached to both 

ends of the PU via amide bonds. The RC-PU-RC functional subunits are 

connected in a non-π-conjugate manner via alkylamide spacers to minimize the 

electronic interference between PU and RC units. The light-driven isomerization 

of the overcrowded alkenes changes the interaction between two spin centers 

from a non-coupled trans state separated by ca. 22 Å, to strongly coupled cis 

state, with a separation of ca. 7 Å by alternate irradiation at λirr 312 and 365 nm at 

room temperature in several solvents. The isomerization of the overcrowded 

alkenes was monitored by UV/visible absorption and 
1
H-NMR spectroscopy. The 

magnetic interaction of the two spin centers was characterized by EPR 

spectroscopy, from a three-line EPR spectrum to a strong spin-spin coupling, 

manifested in a five-line EPR spectrum upon light irradiation. The 

photoswitching of magnetic interaction is reversible. RC interaction in this 

system is intramolecular through-space rather than through-bond interactions 

between the RCs, without compromising the efficiency of the photoswitching 

processes. This approach shows potential application in molecular-scale 

information processing and memory devices. 
 

3.5 Experimental section 

 

General remarks 

 

Chemicals were purchased from Aldrich. Freshly distilled tetrahydrofuran (THF), 

dichloromethane (DCM), and toluene were used for synthesis. UVASOL grade 

solvent were used for spectroscopic measurements. Technical grade solvents 

were used for extraction and chromatography. Merck silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh 

ASTM) was used in flash chromatography. NMR spectra were obtained using a 

Varian Mercury Plus (400 MHz). EPR spectra were obtained using a Bruker ECS 

080 spectrometer. FT-IR spectra were obtained using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 

400 spectrometer. UV/Vis measurements were performed on a JASCO V-630 

spectrophotometer. UV irradiation experiments were carried out using a 

Spectroline model ENB-280C/FE lamp.  In general, the PSS can be reached 
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within 40 s of irradiation at 312 nm and the recovery of trans-form occurs within 

2 min by 365 nm irradiation. 

 

Synthesis
2∗∗∗∗:  

 

 

To a solution of compound 4
11

  (0.5 g, 1.05 mmol) in 30 mL dry THF was added 

2.3 mL of 
n
BuLi (1.6 M solution in THF) at -90 °C. The solution was stirred at 

this temperature for 0.5 h before addition of dry ice (3.0 g, 68.0 mmol). After 

warming to room temperature, the mixture was slowly poured into 50 mL of 

water. The precipitate was collected and washed with pentane (50 mL) affording 

384 mg (0.95 mmol, 90%) of the diacid 5 as a white solid. mp: >300 °C (dec.). 
1
H NMR (CD3OD/CD2Cl2): δ = 7.65 (s, 2H), 2.94-2.82 (m, 2H), 2.70-2.55 (m, 

8H), 2.30-2.21 (m, 8H), 1.08 (d, J = 6.3Hz, 6H). 
13

C NMR (CD3OD/CD2Cl2): 

169.5, 146.3, 142.3, 141.7, 132.4, 131.5, 131.0, 130.0, 42.1, 31.1, 21.6, 18.9, 18.1. 

HRMS: m/z calcd for C26H27O4 [M-H]
-
: 403.1904; found: 403.1907. 

 

Compounds trans-1-3. To a solution of diacid 5 (150 mg, 0.37 mmol) in 20 mL 

of dry DMF was added 4-amino-TEMPO (76 mg, 0.44 mmol), HOBt (N-

Hydroxybenzotriazole, 150 mg, 1.11 mmol), and DCC 

(Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide, 229 mg, 1.11 mmol) under N2. The mixture was 

stirred at room temperature for 6h. Next cyclohexylamine (550 mg, 5.55 mmol) 

was added. After stirring at room temperature for another 0.5 h, the mixture was 

poured into 100 mL water and extracted with ethyl acetate (2 × 60 mL).  The 

combined organic phase was dried and the solvent was removed under vacuum. 

The residue was purified by silica gel column chromatography using n-

                                                           
∗

  Dr. Jiaobing Wang is acknowledged for the synthesis compounds trans 1-3. 
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heptane/ethyl acetate (1/1) as the eluant affording compounds trans-1 and 2 as a 

slightly pink solid and trans-3 as a white solid. 

 

trans-1. mp: 159.3-161.8 °C. FTIR: 2972 (
TEMPO

CH3), 2929, 2851, 1625 (C=O, 

amide), 1525, 1457, 1364 (N–O), 1245 cm
-1

. EPR (ethyl acetate): 3 lines, g = 

2.006, AN = 15.5 G. UV-vis (ethyl acetate): λmax(nm) = 297 (ε = 2.57 × 10
4
 M

-

1
cm

-1
). HRMS: m/z calcd for C44H63N4O4 [M+H]

+
: 711.4844; found: 711.4879.  

 

trans-2. mp: 169.1-170.7 °C. FTIR: 2972 (
TEMPO

CH3), 2927, 2852, 1627 (C=O, 

amide), 1531, 1459, 1363 (N–O), 1244 cm
-1

. EPR (ethyl acetate): 3 lines, g = 

2.006, AN = 15.5 G. UV-vis (ethyl acetate): λmax(nm) = 297 (ε = 2.57 × 10
4
 M

-

1
cm

-1
). HRMS: m/z calcd for C41H57N3O3 [M+H]

+
: 639.4394; found: 639.4419. 

 

trans-3. mp: 175.3-177.5 °C. IR: 2930, 2855, 1622 (C=O, amide), 1435, 1153 

cm
-1

. UV-vis (AcOEt): λmax(nm) = 297 (ε = 2.57 × 10
4
 M

-1
cm

-1
). 

1
H NMR 

(CD2Cl2/MeOD = 1/0.6): δ = 7.01 (s, 2H), 3.91-3.81 (m, 2H), 2.93-2.84 (m, 2H), 

2.61 (dd, J = 14.8, 5.6 Hz, 2H), 2.42 (s, 6H), 2.27 (d, J = 14.8 Hz, 2H), 2.16 (s, 

6H), 2.06-1.95 (m, 4H), 1.81-1.71 (m, 4H), 1.69-1.58 (m, 2H), 1.48-1.35 (m, 4H), 

1.33-1.18 (m, 6H), 1.03 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 6H). 
13

C NMR (CD2Cl2/MeOD = 1/0.6): 

170.9, 143.9, 141.9, 141.7, 136.2, 131.4, 128.3, 126.6, 48.8, 42.0, 38.7, 32.7, 25.4, 

24.9, 19.1, 18.3, 17.5. HRMS: m/z calcd for C38H51N2O2 [M+H]
+
: 567.3945; 

found: 567.3964. 
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CHAPTER 4  

 

Energy and Electron transfer between  

Porphyrins, Graphene and Molecular Motors
1
 

 

Two bicomponent systems based on porphyrins are presented; the first is used to 

modify graphene, and the second to study triplet sensitization of covalently and 

non-covalently attached molecular motors. The characteristics of two systems are 

studied by steady state spectroscopy, i.e. UV/vis absorption, emission and CD 

spectroscopies. The energy and/or electron transfer processes were studied by 

laser flash photolysis. The properties of the new graphene materials and the 

visible light driven operation of molecular motors have been demonstrated. 

                                                           
1
The work presented in this chapter has been published: (a) X. Zhang, L. Hou, A. Cnossen, A. C. Coleman, O. 

Ivashenko, P. Rudolf, B. J. van Wees, W. R. Browne, B. L. Feringa,  Chem. Eur. J. 2011, 17, 8957-8964; (b) A. 

Cnossen, L. Hou, M. M. Pollard, P. V. Wesenhagen, W. R. Browne, B. L. Feringa, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 

17613-17619. 
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4.1 Introduction 

 

Porphyrins are heterocyclic macrocycles that are based on four pyrrole subunits 

connected at their α carbons by methine bridges. They are relatively large, highly 

symmetric and conjugated systems, and typically exhibit strong absorption and 

emission in the visible region. Due to their spectroscopic properties, porphyrins 

have attracted significant attention in chemistry, nanotechnology and biology. 1 

For example, supramolecular chemists have taken advantage of the delocalized π-

electron system or Lewis acidity of the central metal ion of metalloporphyrins to 

form supramolecular system; the strong absorption and efficient energy and/or 

electron transfer drives the conversion of light to chemical energy, with 

porphyrins acting as photosensitizers in photodynamic therapy
2

 and dye-

sensitized solar cells. 3 

  

Recently several groups have combined porphyrins with fullerenes (C60) and 

carbon nanotubes to form hybrid materials as artificial electron-donor-acceptor 

ensembles. Researches on novel functional materials have focused on 

applications in solar cells, photodiodes and light-harvesting systems.
4
  

 

Graphene, a single-atom-thick layer of graphite, has drawn tremendous attention 

and intense research activities by scientists because of its extraordinary properties. 

5
  Its characteristics such as thermal conductivity and a near-room temperature 

Quantum Hall effect, 0 to 0.25 eV tunable bandgap and electron-hole symmetry, 

remarkably high electron mobility, nonlinear phase shift under intense laser 

illumination, etc, makes graphene to be one of the most promising candidates for 

applications in supercapacitors,
6
 nanoelectronics devices,

7
 chemical sensors

8
 and 

reinforced composite materials.
 9
  

 

Inspired by porphyrin-C60 and porphyrin-carbon nanotube hybrid systems, a 

hybrid material combining graphene with porphyrins was envisaged. Graphene-

TPP (TPP: tetraphenylporphyrin) and graphene-PdTPP (PdTPP: palladium 

tetraphenylporphyrin) hybrid materials were prepared by a one pot cycloaddition 

reaction (Scheme 1). 10
 This covalent functionalization provides a stable 

connection between porphyrins and graphene. Because of the accessibility of the 

edge and both faces of the carbon sheet as well as the other extraordinary 

properties of graphene, which are distinct from those of C60 and carbon nanotubes, 

understanding the interaction between graphene and porphyrins is of interest. 
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Several spectroscopic techniques, including UV/vis absorption, emission and 

laser flash photolysis, were used to characterize the graphene-TPP and graphene-

PdTPP hybrid materials. The new hybrid materials hold the potential for 

application in solar cells, electronic sensors and devices and in catalysis. 

 

 

Scheme 1. Hybrid materials based on graphene modified by TPP or PdTPP. 

 

The second part of this chapter described a unidirectional molecular rotary motor 

driven by visible light through intra- and intermolecular energy transfer from 

palladium porphyrins. Light driven molecular motors based on overcrowded 

alkenes undergo photochemical and thermal isomerization, showing a full 360º 

unidirectional rotary behavior. 11
 A number of systems based on these molecular 

motors have been developed and applied to catalysis, 12
 modified surfaces, 13

 

nanoscale machines, 14
 etc. Near and mid UV light is typically required to operate 

most molecular motors and photoresponsive switches, however, red and near IR 

light-driven molecular components are highly desirable in expanding their 

applicability to biological systems. One solution is to sensitize molecular motors 

through energy transfer from appended chromophores to induce isomerization. 

We were inspired by the processes used by deep-sea fish for vision, which is used 

an exogenous chromophore to trigger rhodopsin with long wavelength light. 15
 

Furthermore, we were motivated by a number of examples of metalloporphyrins 

that can sensitize the isomerization of stilbene and its derivatives when irradiated 

at wavelengths longer than the longest wavelength absorption of stilbene. 16
 The 

triplet excited state of a palladium(II) tetraphenylporphyrin (PdTPP) is used to 

drive the photochemical E-Z isomerization of a unidirectional molecular rotary 

motor using visible light both by intra- and intermolecular energy transfer 
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(scheme 2). 17
 Visible light driven rotation was confirmed by UV/vis absorption 

and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopies. Energy transfer from a triplet excited 

state was demonstrated by emission spectroscopy and phosphorescence lifetime 

measurements. 

 

 
 

Scheme 2. The rotation of molecular motors can be driven by energy transfer 

from a triplet photo-sensitizer. 

 

4.2 Porphyrins and Graphene 

 

4.2.1 System design  

 

The hybrid materials, graphene-TPP (TPP: tetraphenylporphyrin) and graphene-

PdTPP (PdTPP: palladium tetraphenylporphyrin), studied here were prepared by 

using a one pot cycloaddition reaction (Scheme 3). 18
 The covalent bonding 

between graphene and porphyrin provides stable and well defined systems 

compared to the non-covalent system. 

 

Scheme 3. Synthesis of graphene-TPP and graphene-PdTPP hybrid materials. 

(Synthesis by Xiaoyan Zhang) 
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4.2.2 Results and discussion 

 

UV/vis absorption spectroscopy was used to confirm the presence of porphyrin 

after modification of the graphene. TPP-CHO shows a strong Soret band at 419 

nm and four weaker Q bands between 500 nm to 650 nm (Figure 1(a) thick solid 

line). As for TPP-CHO, PdTPP-CHO shows a strong Soret band at 416 nm and 

one weaker Q band at 523 nm (Figure 1 (b) thick solid line). In the case of hybrid 

materials, the typical Soret and Q bands of porphyrin are obtained when 

suspended in DMF, a broad absorption at 421 nm and a weaker Q band in the 

graphene-TPP (Figure 1(a) thin solid line), and two broad bands at 419 nm and 

525 nm for the graphene-PdTPP (Figure 1(b) thin solid line).  These spectra 

confirmed the presence of the porphyrin unit in the graphene-porphyrin hybrid 

materials. In control reactions with TPP and PdTPP, where the reaction was 

performed without sarcosine (see the synthesis in scheme 3), the UV/vis 

absorption spectra of the graphene materials recovered did not exhibit the typical 

porphyrin absorption bands (Figure 1, dashed line). This supports the conclusion 

that the porphyrins in the graphene-TPP and graphene-PdTPP hybrid materials 

are attached covalently and are not physisorbed. 
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Figure 1. UV/vis absorption spectra of (a) TPP-CHO (thick solid line), graphene-

TPP (thin solid line, baseline corrected) {Inset: TPP-CHO (thick solid line), 

graphene-TPP (thin solid line) and the control sample (dashed line)} in DMF. (b) 

PdTPP-CHO (thick solid line), graphene-PdTPP (thin solid line, baseline 

corrected) {Inset: PdTPP-CHO (thick solid line), graphene-PdTPP (thin solid line) 

and the control sample (dashed line)} in DMF.      

 

The Soret band of both graphene-PdTPP and graphene-TPP shows a small red-

shift when covalently attached to graphene, which suggests that there are 
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interactions between graphene and the porphyrins in the hybrid materials. To 

further study the interactions, fluorescence (and phosphorescence, in the case of 

PdTPP) spectroscopy was carried out. The emission spectra of both free 

porphyrin and the hybrid materials were measured with excitation at 410 nm, 

where the absorbance is relatively strong. The samples were prepared with the 

same optical density at the Soret band, and for the hybrids materials the scattering 

by graphene was taken into consideration.  Figure 2, left, shows the fluorescence 

of free TPP-CHO with the maxima at 650 nm and 710 nm.  In contrast, for the 

graphene-TPP hybrid, the fluorescence is quenched significantly (Figure 2a, 

dotted line). The fluorescence quantum yield is reduced from 4% to 0.3% for 

TPP-CHO and graphene-TPP, respectively. A similar quenching behavior is 

observed for the graphene-PdTPP hybrid material (Figure 2, right). The strong 

phosphorescence with the maxima at 710 nm for PdTPP is also quenched in the 

hybrid material. The phosphorescence quantum yield is reduced from 0.62% for 

PdTPP to below 0.01% for graphene-PdTPP. 

 

A mixture of porphyrin and graphene was compared also, i.e., comparison of the 

porphyrin, the porphyrin hybrid material and a non-covalent mixture. The 

phosphorescence measurement of PdTPP related materials at room temperature 

was carried out by preparing the tested samples either by degassing with argon or 

by at least three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The absorption at 410 nm attributed to 

the porphyrin component in each case was matched for comparison (Figure 3, 

left). Figure 3, right, shows that the emission intensity of the graphene-porphyrin 

is almost half of the intensity of TPP-CHO, when the scattering by the graphene 

is taken into consideration, i.e. attenuation of the emission intensity by ca. 50%. 

Hence, the decrease in emission intensity of the TPP-CHO in the presence of 

graphene is attributed primarily to attenuation and not dynamic quenching. The 

same comparison was carried out for the Pd-TPP/graphene. The absorbance was 

again matched (Figure 4, left) to compare the intensity of emission. The emission 

spectra of the non-covalent mixture and the hybrid material are shown in Figure 4, 

right. The attenuation due to the scattering by the graphene in the wavelength 

range of the phosphorescence and at 410 nm is estimated to result in a ca. 40% 

loss in emission intensity. Hence the decrease in emission intensity of the PdTPP-

CHO in the presence of graphene is attributable primarily to attenuation also and 

not only dynamic quenching. The distinct emission behaviors of the non-covalent 

graphene and porphyrins and covalent hybrid materials indicates that there is no 

strong interaction between the porphyrins and graphene by directly mixing, while 
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the covalent system shows a much stronger interaction, in which the emission of 

the porphyrins is heavily quenched.  
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Figure 2. (left) Fluorescence emission spectra of a) TPP-CHO (solid line) and b) 

graphene-TPP (dotted line) at λexc 410 nm in DMF. The concentration of 

porphyrin in both samples (i.e., TPP-CHO and graphene-TPP) was equivalent 

(0.7 µM) as determined by the intensity of the Soret band taking into account the 

background  due to the porphyrin (right). Phosphorescence emission spectra of (c) 

PdTPP-CHO (solid line) and (d) graphene-PdTPP (dotted line) λexc 410 nm. The 

concentration of porphyrin in both TPP-CHO and graphene-TPP were kept the 

same (0.6 µM) according to the Soret band absorption intensity. For both of 

graphene-TPP and graphene-PdTPP, the absorption spectra were corrected by 

subtracting the scattering of the graphene. *The dip in the spectrum is an 

instrumental artifact. 
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Figure 3. (left) UV/Vis absorption and (right) fluorescence (λexc 410 nm) spectra 

of solutions of TPP-CHO (thick solid line), graphene-TPP (thin dotted line) and a 

mixture of TPP-CHO and graphene (thin solid line). 
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Figure 4. (left) UV/Vis absorption and (right) phosphorescence (λexc 410 nm) 

spectra of solutions of graphene-PdTPP (dash line) and a mixture of PdTPP-CHO 

with graphene (line).  

 

The interaction between graphene and porphyrins in the novel hybrid materials 

was further examined by determining luminescence lifetimes. The fluorescence 

lifetime of TPP is around 10 ns, while the phosphorescence lifetime of Pd-TPP is 

tens of microseconds, 19  so two different techniques for luminescence lifetime 

measurement were used. For the nanosecond scale lifetimes, a time-correlated 

single photon counting system was used, and for the longer luminescence 

lifetimes, the laser flash photolysis system described in chapter 2 was applied. 

Figure 5 shows that TPP-CHO has a fluorescence lifetime of ca.10.5 ns, and 

could be fit to a single exponential decay, while the fluorescence decay of the 

hybrid graphene-TPP was biexponential, with a short component of <500 ps and 

a longer component of 6.2 ns. The short component accounts for the major part of 

the decay and confirms that rapid quenching of the porphyrin singlet excited state 

occurs. The biexponential nature of the decay may reflect the location of the 

porphyrins on the graphene, i.e. on the basal plane or near the edge. The 

relatively minor contribution of the longer lifetime component is consistent with 

such an assignment.  

 

The phosphorescence decay lifetime of PdTPP-CHO is 44 µs whereas for the 

graphene-PdTPP hybrid material the phosphorescence quantum yield and lifetime 

are diminished considerably and the latter was non-single exponential (Figure 6). 

Fitting of the decay of graphene-PdTPP with a biexponential function gives the 

values 80 and 660 ns, and the main decay component is the shorter one (80 ns). 
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The phosphorescence decay lifetime of the palladium porphyrin was in the 

microsecond time range and hence in contrast to fluorescence, phosphorescence 

can be quenched dynamically as well as statically. 
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Figure 5. Fluorescence decay traces for TPP-CHO (solid squares) and graphene-

TPP hybrid material (open squares) in DMF. Fits are shown on the right. 

 

 

Figure 6. (left) Phosphorescence decay for PdTPP-CHO (black line) and the 

graphene-PdTPP hybrid material (blue line). The inset shows an expansion of the 

figure between 1-3 µs. (right) Phorescence lifetime decays for (top) PdTPP-CHO 

and (bottom) graphene-PdTPP in DMF together with a mono and bi-exponential 

decay fitting, respectively. 
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The luminescence lifetimes of both TPP-CHO (or PdTPP-CHO) and graphene-

TPP (or PdTPP) show that there are strong interactions between the graphene and 

TPP (or PdTPP). Comparison of the emission spectra of the covalently modified 

graphene-TPP (or PdTPP) with both free TPP-CHO (or PdTPP) and a absorbance 

matched mixture of TPP-CHO with graphene show that collisional (dynamic) 

quenching is not significant (Figure 3 and Figure 4). The reduced emission 

lifetimes for both of the hybrid materials is in agreement with the fluorescence 

(or phosphorescence) quenching and the reduction in emission quantum yield, 

indicates that either energy or electron transfer process between graphene and the 

attached porphyrin occurs. 20
 

 

The absence of absorption bands of the porphyrin in UV/Vis absorption spectra 

for the control samples, prepared by the same procedures as for graphene-TPP 

and graphene-PdTPP, the disappearance of aldehyde bands in the FTIR spectra of 

graphene-TPP and graphene-PdTPP, the presence of Pd revealed by XPS and the 

increased D/G ratio in the Raman spectra for both of the hybrid materials,
 10

 all 

indicate the successful functionalization of graphene. Based on TGA data, the 

degree of functionalization of these two hybrid materials is relatively low, which 

allows for extended patches of undisturbed graphene. The reduced emission 

lifetimes for both of the hybrid materials is in agreement with the fluorescence 

(or phosphorescence) quenching and the reduction in emission quantum yield 

data, indicates that either energy or electron transfer processes between graphene 

and the attached porphyrin molecules occurs.
 27

 

 

4.3 Porphyrins and molecular motors 

 

4.3.1 System design 

 

The unidirectional rotary motion of overcrowded alkene molecular rotary motors 

can be driven by a combination of UV light and heat.
 21

 Photochemical trans-cis 

isomerization of the central double bond and thermal helix inversion, allows for 

the fully unidirectional rotation to be achieved (scheme 4). A molecular rotary 

motor, for example 1, includes an upper part referred to as a rotor, with respect to 

the symmetrical lower part referred to as a stator. The upper part rotates in four 

steps driven by UV light and heat, and can be unidirectional with respect to the 

lower part. When irradiated by UV light, the upper part undergoes a trans-cis 

isomerization of the central double bond which acts as the axis of rotation to form 
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the unstable form (Scheme 4, step 1).  Upon a subsequent thermal step that 

releases the strain of the helix, with a concomitant slippage of the methyl over the 

lower part, 180º rotation is achieved (Scheme 4, step 2). The full 360
o
 rotation is 

completed by another photoisomerization and thermal isomerization step 

(Scheme 4, step 3 and step 4).  

 

 

Scheme 4. Isomerization of a molecular motor driven by light and heat to achieve 

unidirectional rotation. 

 

The triplet excited state of molecular rotary motors has not been directly 

measured to date, but it can be estimated using time-dependent density functional 

theory (TD-DFT) calculations. TD-DFT calculations at the B3LYP/6-

31G(d,p)
22,23,24

 level of theory gives a value of 182 kJ/mol.
 25

 Accessing the triplet 

state of the motor requires a photosensitizer, which has a similar triplet energy 

state and high triplet quantum yield. Palladium tetraphenylporphyrin (PdTPP) is 

chosen  as a candidate, as it has a relatively long-lived triplet state lifetime (up to 

2 ms) and relatively high triplet quantum yield (ca. 0.5).
 19 

In addition, it has a 

strong absorption in the visible region, which allows for selective excitation of 

PdTPP in the presence of 1. The triplet energy of PdTPP is 178 kJ/ mol,
26

 which 

is similar to that predicted for the molecular motor.  

 

Both inter- and intramolecular energy transfers from PdTPP to 1 to drive 

unidirectional rotation were studied. Intermolecular energy transfer involves 

directly mixing 1 with PdTPP in solution. Step 1 and step 3 in scheme 3 would be 

driven by collisional energy transfer from PdTPP, which was excited by visible 
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light (scheme 5). A covalent system was designed to allow for intramolecular 

energy transfer (scheme 6) to increase the effective molarity and thus the 

efficiency of energy transfer. In energy transfer processes, the distance and 

orientation between the donor and acceptor is important.  In the covalent system 

employed a flexible, non-conjugated linker was used, which precludes through-

bond interactions, with an ester formation as the final coupling step. 

 

 

 

Scheme 5. Excitation of PdTPP with visible light followed by efficient 

intersystem crossing generates the triplet excited state in porphyrin. 

Intermolecular energy transfer to the molecular motor drives isomerization of the 

central olefinic bond. Thermal helix inversion of the unstable form completes one 

half rotation. (Synthesis by Arjen Cnossen). 
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Scheme 6. Expected isomerization behaviour of 2. (Synthesis by Arjen Cnossen) 
 

4.3.2 Results and discussion  

 

4.3.2.1 Intermolecular energy transfer to drive the molecular motors using PdTPP 

 

The photoisomerization of molecular motor 1 can be monitored by UV/vis 

absorption spectroscopy.  The band at ca. 375 nm broadens and undergoes a red 

shift upon irradiation at e.g. 365 nm (the solid line and dashed line in the Figure 7, 

respectively). For 1 in 1,2-dichloroethane at 293 K, the photo stationary state  

(PSS) was reached within 3 min by irradiated at 365 nm. The absorption 

spectrum of PdTPP (Figure 7) overlaps partially with that of 1 with the Soret 

band dominating the absorption spectrum. 
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Figure 7. UV/vis absorption spectra of 1a (solid line), the PSS mixture of 1a and 

1b obtained by irradiation at 365 nm (dashed line) and PdTPP (dotted line). 
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Irradiation of the porphyrin at 420 nm would also lead to direct excitation and 

isomerization of 1. Hence irradiation was carried out at a wavelength resonant 

with one of the Q-bands (indicated by the arrow in Figure 7) of the porphyrin, at 

longer wavelengths than the absorption of both the stable and the unstable forms 

of 1. Excitation at 530-550 nm was achieved by the use of a visible light source 

with an appropriate band pass filter or a 532 nm pulsed laser. 

 

An argon purged solution of 1 alone and a 1:1 mixture of PdTPP and 1 (5 µM) 

were irradiated at 532 nm (pulsed laser, 6 ns, 10 Hz). A red shift in the absorption 

was observed, corresponding to the photoisomerization of motor 1 (Figure 8), as 

observed before upon direct irradiation of 1 with UV light. The change in 

absorption is minor and partially obscured by the overlap with the porphyrin 

absorption, but is nevertheless reproducible, and the spectrum recovers in the 

dark within 20 min due to the thermal helix inversion. In contrast, when a 

solution of 1 only was irradiated under the same conditions, changes were not 

observed in the UV/vis absorption spectrum, confirming that the photochemistry 

of 1 cannot be driven directly at 532 nm. 
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Figure 8. UV/vis absorption spectra of a mixture of 1 and PdTPP (full line) and 

the same mixture after irradiation at 532 nm (dashed line). Inset: expansion of the 

350-400 nm region. 

 

CD spectroscopy was employed to further characterize the photoisomerization of 

1. Enantiomerically pure (S)-1 was obtained by preparative chiral stationary 

phase HPLC. Upon irradiation at 546(±5) nm of a solution of (S)-1, the major 

bands in the CD spectrum decrease in intensity, which implies the formation of 
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the unstable form with opposite helicity (Figure 9). The bands do not invert fully, 

even upon prolonged irradiation, which can be rationalized by a relatively low 

PSS; from the decrease in signal intensity a ratio 1a:1b of about 75:25 can be 

estimated. Upon heating to 40 °C for 20 min, the spectral changes in both the 

UV/vis absorption and the CD spectra are reversed. 
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Figure 9. CD spectra of a mixture of 1 and PdTPP (full line) and the same 

mixture after irradiation at 532 nm (dashed line) and subsequent heating to 40 °C 

for 20 min (dotted line). 

The unidirectional rotation of the motor by triplet sensitization was characterized 

by 
1
H NMR. A methoxy substituent was introduced in the lower half, which 

enable to distinguish the four distinct steps in the rotary cycle of the motor. The 

detailed 
1
H NMR spectra and discussion can be found in the published paper. 

 

4.3.2.2 Intramolecular energy transfer to drive the molecular motors using PdTPP 

 

As for the intermolecular system, the performance of a covalent motor-porphyrin 

hybrid 2 was examined by UV/vis absorption and CD spectroscopy. When 

irradiated at 532 nm (6 ns, 10 Hz) for 10 s, the PSS of an argon purged solution 

of 2 was reached, and this resulted in an increase in absorbance between 450 nm 

and 500 nm with a concomitant minor red-shift of the shoulder around 375 nm 

(Figure 10). The isomerization was performed repeatedly, with irradiation at 532 

nm for 10 s followed by standing in the dark for 20 min for four cycles, with the 

change in absorbance monitored at 460 nm (Figure 10, inset). The excellent 

reversibility of the UV/vis absorption spectral changes of 2 indicates that the 

photoisomerization of the motor part is reversible and degradation does not occur. 
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The changes in the UV/vis absorption spectrum upon irradiation are somewhat 

obscured by overlap of the strong Soret band of the porphyrin. However, with CD 

spectroscopy characteristic spectral changes are also expected in the 250-350 nm 

region, where the porphyrin has negligible absorption. Indeed, when a solution of 

(R)-2a is irradiated at 532 nm, a distinct decrease in the intensity of the CD signal 

is observed (Figure 11). As was the case for 1, complete inversion was not 

observed, presumably due to a relatively poor PSS (vide infra). The observed 

spectral changes are fully reversible when thermal helix inversion is allowed to 

take place by heating to 40 °C for 20 min.  
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Figure 10. UV/vis absorption spectrum of 2a (full line) and the mixture of 2a and 

2b obtained after irradiation at 532 nm (dashed line). Inset: Molar absorptivity at 

460 nm of a solution of 2 irradiated at 532 nm for 10 s and left in the dark at rt for 

20 min over 4 cycles. 
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Figure 11. CD spectra of 2a (full line) and the mixture of 2a and 2b obtained 

after 10 s irradiation at 532 nm (dashed line) and the mixture after the thermal 

step (dotted line). Note that the opposite stereoisomer is used compared with 1 

(Figure 9). 
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It is worth pointing out that if molecular motor 1 is attached covalently to a non-

palladated porphyrin (3) instead, no changes are observed in either the UV/vis 

absorption or the CD spectra. Prolonged irradiation led to irreversible changes in 

the CD spectrum, which are attributed to degradation. Subsequent standing in the 

dark for more than 20 min, did not lead to a reversal to the original spectrum 

(Figure 12). The results of the irradiation experiments using non-metallated 

motor-porphyrin hybrid 3 implied that the rotation upon visible light irradiation 

proceeds via triplet energy transfer and not via energy transfer involving a singlet 

excited state. 

 

 

Scheme 7. Molecular structure of molecular motor 1 attached covalently to non-

palladated porphyrin 3. 
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Figure 12. CD spectra of 3 before (solid line) and after 40 s irradiation at 532 nm 

(dashed line) and after heating at 40 °C for 20 min (dotted line). 
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4.3.2.3 Luminescence lifetime and quenching 

 

Conclusive demonstration that energy transfer from the triplet state occurs was 

provided by luminescence spectroscopy and lifetimes of the porphyrins. Steady-

state emission spectra of PdTPP, a mixture of PdTPP and 1 with a ratio of 1:2.5 

and motor-PdTPP hybrid 2 were recorded (Figure 13) in 1,2-dichloroethane 

under argon atmosphere. PdTPP, irradiated with visible light (e.g. 532 nm), gives 

fluorescence at 610 nm and phosphorescence at 710 nm.
26

 The phosphorescence 

quantum yield for PdTPP is significantly reduced by the molecular motor, both in 

inter- and intramolecular fashion, which is attributed to energy transfer from 

PdTPP to the motor (Table 1). The quenching of phosphorescence in 2 was 

greater than in the mixture of 1 and PdTPP under the same conditions (Figure 13 

a). In contrast, the fluorescence quantum yield for PdTPP was not influenced by 

the presence of the molecular motor. This confirms that energy transfer is not via 

singlet energy transfer but via triplet energy transfer. As a control, the steady-

state fluorescence of H2TPP was compared to that of 3; quenching of singlet 

excited state and energy transfer was not observed and there was no change in the 

fluorescence quantum yield (Figure 13(b)).  
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Figure 13. (a) Emission spectra of PdTPP (2×10
-5

 M, solid line), a 1:2.5  mixture 

of PdTPP and 1 (PdTPP 2×10
-5

 M, 1 5×10
-5

 M, dashed line), and 2 (2×10
-5

 M, 

dotted line) under Ar atmosphere, λexc = 532 nm.  (b) Emission spectra of H2TPP 

(solid line) and 3 (dashed line) excited at 418 nm (in chloroform, 1×10
-5

 M). 

 

Intra- and intermolecular energy transfer were further studied by measuring 

phosphorescence lifetime by laser flash photolysis spectroscopy. The 

phosphorescence decay curves of PdTPP, a 1:2.5 mixture of PdTPP and 1, and 2 

were recorded at 710 nm (Figure 14 and Table 1). The lifetimes were fitted with 

first order exponential decays. The phosphorescence lifetime was reduced from 
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34 µs for PdTPP to 9 µs for the mixture of PdTPP and 1, and to 0.41 µs for 2, 

which confirms that quenching of PdTPP triplet excited state occurs. As expected, 

the covalent system 2 shows more efficient energy transfer than the mixture of 

PdTPP and 1, as the latter relies on diffusion controlled quenching. 

 

                              

Figure 14. Room temperature phosphorescence lifetime measurements of PdTPP 

(black line), a 1:2.5 mixture of PdTPP and 1 (red line), and 2 (blue line) in 1,2-

dichloroethane in Argon-saturated solution. Measured at 710 nm with excitation 

at 532 nm (6 ns, 10 Hz). 
 

Table 1. Photophysical properties of PdTPP, PdTPP with 1, 3. 
[a]

 

 
Fluor. 

λmax(nm) 

Phosphor. 

λmax (nm) 

Φf 

(%)
[b]

 

Φp 

(%)
[b]

 

τT 

(µs) 

PdTPP 610 710 ∼0.01 0.5±0.1 36±4 

PdTPP:1 610 710 ∼0.01 ∼0.05 9±1 

2 610 - ∼0.01 <0.04 ∼0.41 

[a] All the measurement were performed in Ar-saturated 1,2-dichloroethane. Fluorescence quantum yield Φf, 

phosphorescence quantum yield Φp and triplet lifetime τT. [b] The quantum yields were determined using 

[Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 in water as  reference (Φ = 0.028). 

 

The phosphorescence lifetime of PdTPP in the presence of the motor at 

concentrations between 0.0 and 0.5 mM in (argon-saturated) 1,2-dichloroethane 

were determined and the data is shown in the form of a Stern-Volmer plot (τ0/τ vs 

1 concentration, Figure 15). A linear fit yielded a bimolecular quenching rate 

constant kq of 1.8×10
9
 M

-1 
s

-1
 for the quenching of 

3
PdTPP* by 1. The diffusion-
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controlled rate constant in 1,2-dichloroethane is approximately 8.9×10
9
 M

-1
 s

-1
 at 

25 °C.
27

 This indicates that energy transfer is diffusion controlled in the present 

intermolecular system. 
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Figure 15. Stern-Volmer plot for quenching of PdTPP by 1 (points) and linear fit 

(solid line). 

 

4.4 Summary 

 

In the graphene-TPP and graphene-PdTPP hybrid materials studies, the presence 

of porphyrins was confirmed by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy. Energy and/or 

electron transfer quenching between graphene and the covalently bound 

porphyrin molecules was demonstrated by fluorescence and phosphorescence 

quenching, in which the intensity of emission is significantly decreased. 

Furthermore by TCSPC and laser flash photolysis spectroscopy, a concomitant 

decrease in excited state lifetimes is observed. Considering the remarkable 

properties of both graphene and porphyrin, these two hybrid materials may have 

potential applications in a number of areas, such as solar cells, sensors and 

catalysis.  

 

In the second part of this chapter, driving unidirectional molecular rotary motors 

with visible light by intra- and intermolecular energy transfer from palladium 

porphyrins was investigated. The photoisomerization was characterized by 

UV/vis and CD spectroscopy and it was found that the sensitized 

photoisomerization proceeds similar to photoisomerization by direct irradiation 

by UV light. Energy transfer from the triplet excited state was confirmed by 

steady state emission and laser flash photolysis spectroscopy with a dramatic 

decrease in phosphorescence intensity and lifetime, and this is further confirmed 

by comparison with a non-metallated motor-porphyrin hybrid. As expected, 
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energy transfer from the porphyrin to the motor takes place in an intermolecular 

fashion to drive the photoisomerization. However, covalent linking of the motor 

to the porphyrin increases the efficiency of energy transfer from the porphyrin to 

the motor substantially compared with intermolecular energy transfer in driven 

the photoisomerization. Driving molecular motors with visible light expands their 

use to biological systems and might have potential applications in molecular 

information processing. 

 

4.5 Experimental Section 

 

Details ofg syntheses and preparation of graphene hybrid materials and porphyrin 

motor hybrid are described in reference [28] and [29]. 

 

General remarks 

 

All spectra were recorded in  cm quartz cuvettes. UV/Vis absorption spectra 

were measured on JASCO V-630 spectrometer. Emission spectra were measured 

using a JASCO FP-6200 spectrofluorimeter. CD spectra were measured on 

JASCO  J-815 CD spectrometer. Room temperature phosphorescence spectra 

were obtained in 1,2-dichloroethane under an Argon atmosphere with degassing 

by at least three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. Phosphorescence lifetimes were 

obtained using a home built system. Excitation was performed using the second 

harmonic (532 nm, 10 Hz, 2 mJ, 6 ns) of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Innolas 

400) with a Si-diode trigger sensor. The emission from the sample was focused 

into a Zolix Omni-λ 300 monochromator coupled with a Zolix PMTH-S1-CR131 

side-on PMT. Emission decay traces were recorded with 50 Ohm termination on 

a Tetronix DPO 4032 digital phosphor Oscilloscope and transferred to a PC for 

data analysis using homebuilt software written in National Instruments LabVIEW 

8.2. Quantum yield measurements were determined using [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 in 

water as a reference (0.028). Fluorescence lifetime measurements were 

performed using a time-correlated single photon counting system, and detected 

using a microchannel plate PMT coupled with 630 nm long pass filter. The light 

source was a Ti:Sapphire laser (400 nm, 1.9 MHz).  

 

Motor porphyrin solutions were bubbled with Argon for at least two minutes 

before irradiation. Irradiation was carried out with a fluorescent lamp and a 

546±5 nm bandpass filter, and the solutions were cooled to -40 °C using a 
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cryostat. Depending on the concentration, irradiation times were up to 1 h at ~10
-

5
 M and overnight for samples used for NMR spectroscopy (~10

-3
 M). Irradiation 

with a pulsed laser at 532 nm was carried out at 20 °C with measurement 

performed within 30 s. In general, a PSS was reached within 10 s of irradiation. 

To confirm that the photostationary states were reached, several spectra at set 

intervals were recorded. Thermal isomerization was performed by leaving the 

solutions in the dark at 20-40 °C for at least 20 min. The solution was then cooled 

again to the temperature at which irradiation was performed previously before 

further measurement. 
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CHAPTER 5      

 

Photochemical Control of Singlet Oxygen  

Generation Using Diarylethene Switches 
1
 

 

In this chapter, the ability of diarylethene switches to control the photosensitized 

generation of singlet oxygen is demonstrated. The generation of singlet oxygen 

by a porphyrin photosensitizer is observed when the diarylethene is in the ring 

open form. After switching to the closed form by UV irradiation, singlet oxygen 

generation is not observed. Irradiation of the closed form with green light leads to 

a recovery in singlet oxygen generation. The non-invasive control of singlet 

oxygen generation by light has potential for further application in photodynamic 

therapy. 

  

                                                           
1
 L. Hou, X. Zhang, T. Pijper, W. R. Browne, B. L. Feringa, to be submitted 
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5.1 Introduction 

 

Singlet oxygen (
1
O2), the first excited state of molecular oxygen, is highly 

reactive and can damage organic materials and biological tissues.
1
 
1
O2 has been 

studied intensely over several decades to understand a variety of processes, 

including photodegradation, photobleaching, photochemical synthesis, etc.
 2
  One 

of the most important applications of singlet oxygen generation is in 

photodynamic therapy (PDT),
3
 which is used clinically to treat diseases by 

exposing targets to light.
4
 The use of a non-toxic photosensitizer and its ability to 

generate 
1
O2 are crucial to the success of PDT.  Upon irradiation with light, 

localized photosensitizers transfer energy to triplet oxygen (
3
O2) and generate 

1
O2, 

which can react with tumors or diseased cells and destroy them chemically.  

 

Considerable effort has been devoted to improving the performance of 

photosensitizers to generate 
1
O2 efficiently.

5 , 6 , 7
 Besides this, developing 

controllable and regulated singlet oxygen sensitizers has received increasing 

attention recently, since it could provide efficient and selective control in PDT, 

and limit nonspecific photodamage in the body.
8 , 9

 Several approaches for 

controlling generation and deactivation of 
1
O2 have been reported, e.g., through 

environmental changes (including solvent
10

 or pH
11 , 12

), programming with 

enzymes or DNA,
 13 , 14

 or interacting with nanomaterials,
15

 e.g., carbon 

nanotubes,
16

 and  quantum dots.
 17

 These controllable systems provide two states 

of the sensitizers, on and off, towards generation of 
1
O2, which can minimize side 

effects under prolonged exposure to light. However, changing environments 

generally need invasive treatments during PDT and the reversible control is 

complicated. Moreover, some effective changes needed to control the activation 

of 
1
O2 are not tolerant and/or toxic in the body, which limits further applications 

in PDT. Photosensitizers, that are cleaved from a polymer or short peptide 

sequence upon enzymatic digestion or dissociated from the nanomaterials and 

bound to the targets, cannot be controlled to reverse to the off state of 
1
O2 

generation. Therefore, it is a challenging task to design a system that can non-

invasively switch on and off of 
1
O2 generation efficiently and reversibly. 

 

Here, a non-covalent strategy to regulate 
1
O2 generation by photosensitizers using 

the two states of diarylethene switches is described, in which on and off 

switching of 
1
O2 generation is fully reversible and can be achieved upon 

irradiation with light at distinct wavelengths. Diarylethene molecular switches 
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can be reversed between a ring open and ring closed forms with UV and visible 

light, respectively.
 18,19

 The structural differences between the states result in large 

difference in properties, e.g., energy levels, color, polarizability, conformation 

and flexibility. Due to the thermal stability, fatigue resistance and high efficiency 

in photoisomerization, diarylethene switches have been applied in areas such as 

information storage in nanotechnology,
20 , 21 ,22

 photonic devices,
 23

 biochemical 

reactivity,
24

etc. Zinc-tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP), a widely used 

photosensitizer and whose derivatives has been applied in clinical PDT,
3,25 

 was 

chosen as the photosensitizer unit because of its high quantum yield (Φ=0.84) 

towards 
1
O2 formation and well-understand photochemistry.

 26
 Moreover, the 

partial overlap of the emission spectrum of ZnTPP with the absorption spectrum 

of the closed form of diarylethene switches, but not with the open form, might 

allow for switching on and off of energy transfer to 
3
O2. Instead of a covalent link 

between switches and photosensitizer, a non-covalent approach is taken, which 

can reduce the cost of synthesis, especially when considering the challenge of 

synthesis on a large scale to meet the demand for in vivo imaging and PDT. In 

addition, a non-covalent system can avoid loss of photochemical performance of 

both switches and photosensitizer. The current system also shows the possibility 

to modulate fluorescence of the photosensitizer, which can be applied in super 

resolution fluorescence microscopy to image and locate drugs during therapy.    

 

5.2 System design 

 

In the current system (Scheme 1 (a)), ZnTPP is mixed with diarylethene switches 

in air equilibrated solution. Two diarylethene switches were used (Scheme 1(b)) 

to modulate the generation of singlet oxygen. The pyridine unit of 1 can 

coordinate to ZnTPP and the presence of a dimethylamine substituent will 

increase binding affinity in the closed state. The other diarylethene switch, 1,2-

bis(2’-methyl-5’-phenylthien-3’-yl)cyclopentene (2),
27

is used to compare the 

capability of regulation of generation of 
1
O2 and fluorescence without 

coordination. 

 

Switching between on and off state of 
1
O2 generation is controlled upon 

irradiation. ZnTPP is excited at the Soret band ca. 420 nm, and energy transfer 

from the excited photosensitizer to 
3
O2 occurs, generating 

1
O2 (on state), while 

energy transfer between ZnTPP and the open form of the diarylethene is thermo-

dynamically unfavorable, because the energy of the lowest triplet states of the 
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open switches lies much higher than those of ZnTPP (vide infra). The off state for 
1
O2 generation can be achieved by irradiating the solution with UV light, 

resulting in switching the diarylethene to the closed state. The lower triplet 

energy of the closed form allows for energy transfer from ZnTPP to the ring 

closed switches, which is highly competitive with energy transfer to oxygen. The 

on and off states of 
1
O2 generation can be accessed by alternate irradiation with 

UV (λ=312 nm) and visible light (e.g., >470 nm).  It should be noted that 

irradiation at the Soret band of ZnTPP corresponds to a minimum in absorption 

of both the open and closed switches, minimizing photoinduced changes to the 

structure of the switches (Figure 1). 

 

 

SS

1 X= N R2= N(CH3)2

2 X= C-H R2= H

X
R2

(b)

                 

N

N N

N

Zn

 

 Scheme 1. (a) Photochemical control of the generation of 
1
O2 by a 

photosensitizer using diarylethene switches. (b) Structures of the two 

diarylethene switches and photosensitizer (ZnTPP). 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

 

The open form of 1 absorbs in the UV region with the maximum at 324 nm 

(Figure 1, solid line).  UV irradiation (e.g., 312 nm) of the open form of 1 leads 

to a decrease in absorption between 280 nm to 350 nm, with a concomitant 
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increase in two new bands at 375 nm and 576 nm of the closed form (Figure 1, 

dash line).  The photostationary state (PSS) was determined by 
1
H NMR 

spectroscopy. Irradiation at 312 nm results in 88% conversion to the closed form. 

The closed form of 1 can be ring opened by irradiation with visible light (>470 

nm), with the initial spectrum fully recovered. The presence of the electron 

withdrawing pyridine group and the electron donating dimethylamine group at 

each side causes a red shift in the absorption spectra in both forms compared with 

the phenyl substituted compound 2.
22

 The UV/vis absorption spectrum of ZnTPP 

is also shown in Figure 1. The Soret band at 423 nm is located at the point of the 

least absorbance of both open and closed forms of 1 (Figure 1). This minimal 

overlap can minimize photoinduced changes to 1 upon excitation into the Soret 

band.  
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Figure 1. UV/vis absorption spectra of the open form of 1 (20 µM) (solid line) 

and PSS312 nm 1 (dash line), and of ZnTPP (2 µM) (red solid line) at room 

temperature in toluene. 

The coordination of 1 to ZnTPP was studied by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy. 

Titration of ZnTPP with the open or closed form (PSS312 nm solution) of 1 induced 

a clear red shift of the Soret band (Figure 2 and Figure 3), and the change in 

absorbance indicates the formation of 1:1 axially coordinated complexes.
 28

 The 

association constants of the open and closed forms are 12000±3000 M
-1

 and 

15000±3000 M
-1

, respectively.  
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Figure 2. Titration of ZnTPP with the open form of 1 in toluene monitored by 

UV/vis absorption spectroscopy (left) and absorbance change at 427 nm (right). 
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Figure 3. Titration of ZnTPP with the closed form of 1 (PSS312 nm) in toluene 

monitored by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy (left, the overlap of absorption 

with ZnTPP was subtracted using a reference titration with equal closed form 1 

concentrations without ZnTPP) and absorbance change at 427 nm (right). 

 

The UV/vis absorption spectra of 1 (40 µM) with ZnTPP (2 µM) is shown in 

Figure 4. The Soret band of ZnTPP is seen at 424 nm and the absorbance is lower 

compared to that in Figure 1 because of coordination of 1 to ZnTPP. The 

presence of ZnTPP does not affect the photoswitching behavior of 1 significantly. 
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Figure 4. UV/vis absorption spectra of 1 (40 µM) and ZnTPP (2 µM) in aerated 

toluene at room temperature. The open form of 1 with ZnTPP (solid line), and at 

the PSS (312 nm) state (dash line). 

 

Photosensitized 
1
O2 generation was monitored by near-infrared emission 

spectroscopy, through the phosphorescence of 
1
O2 at ca. 1270 nm.

 2
 The emission 

spectrum of 
1
O2 in ZnTPP solution is identical in the absence and presence of the 

open form of 1 (Figure 5, black curve). Irradiating the solution of ZnTPP and 1 at 

312 nm converts 1 to its closed form. Remarkably, a more than 93% decrease in 
1
O2 emission at 1270 nm was observed (Figure 5, red curve). Increasing the 

concentration of the closed form of 1 in ZnTPP solution can result in a further 

decrease 
1
O2 emission. Following irradiation of the solution with visible light 

(>470 nm), to convert 1 back to the open form, a recovery of 
1
O2 emission at 

1270 nm was observed (Figure 5, blue curve). The change of emission at 1270 

nm was monitored over four cycles of switching between open and closed states 

of 1 (Figure 5, right). These changes indicate that the switching on and off of 
1
O2 

generation is reversible and the switching system is stable. Compound 2, which 

cannot bind to ZnTPP, shows similar on and off switching behavior of 
1
O2 

generation (Figure 6). The change in phosphorescence from 
1
O2 sensitized by 

ZnTPP in the presence of the closed form of 1 and of 2, gives quenching 

constants of 1.03 ± 0.03 x10
10

 M
-1

s
-1

 and 0.82 ±0.03 x10
10

 M
-1

s
-1

, respectively 

(Figure 8), which indicates that the energy transfer from ZnTPP to the closed 

switches is a diffusion controlled process, and that coordination enhances the 

quenching rate slightly. Switching on and off of 
1
O2 generation by ZnTPP in the 
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presence of diarylethene switches is also observed in other solvents, including 

cyclohexane, THF, ethanol, and ethanol with D2O (4:1) (Figure 7). 
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Figure 5. NIR emission of 
1
O2 generated by ZnTPP (6 µM) in the presence of 1 

(30 µM) in air equilibrated toluene; excitation at 405 nm (4 mW). 
1
O2 generation 

occurs with the open form of 1 present (left, black) can be switched off (left, red) 

by irradiation at 312 nm. 
1
O2 generation was recovered by irradiation at >470 nm 

(left, blue). The reversibility of 
1
O2 generation was monitored through the 

integrated area of the emission band at 1270 nm over four cycles (right).
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Figure 6. NIR emission of 
1
O2 generated by ZnTPP (6 µM) in the presence of 2 

(30 µM) and in air equilibrated toluene; excitation at 405 nm (4 mW). 
1
O2 

generation was observed (left, black) with the open form of 2 present, and not 

(left, red) when irradiation at 312 nm generated the closed form. 
1
O2 generation 

was recovered by irradiation at >470 nm (left, blue). The reversibility was 

monitored by the integrated area of the emission band at 1270 nm over four 

cycles (right). 
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Figure 7. Switching on and off of 
1
O2 generation by ZnTPP (6 µM) using 1 (30 

µM) in (a) cyclohexane, (b) THF, (c) ethanol, and (d) ethanol mixed with D2O 

(4:1). 
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Figure 8. Stern-Volmer plot of 
1
O2 emission in the presence of closed form 1 

(black) and closed form 2 (red) in ZnTPP solution in toluene. 

The effect of the switches in the open and closed states on the fluorescence of 

ZnTPP was examined also. The emission spectrum of ZnTPP (2 µM) with 1 (40 

µM) in toluene was measured with excitation at 405 nm (Figure 9, black line). 
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ZnTPP shows two emission bands with maxima at 596 nm and 645 nm in toluene. 

Neither open nor closed form of 1 shows emission in this region. In the presence 

of the open form of 1, the emission of ZnTPP shifts to 598 nm and 646 nm, 

respectively, because of coordination of 1 to the Zn (II) ion. A decrease in 

fluorescence intensity of ZnTPP was observed when irradiated the solution with 

UV light (Figure 9, red line). The ratio of fluorescence intensity in the open and 

closed states is ca. 1/0.8, which is comparable to related systems used to control 

the fluorescence of zinc-porphyrins.
 29, 30

 The change in intensity at 645 nm was 

monitored by alternate irradiation at 312 nm and >470 nm over four cycles 

(Figure 9 (b)). Good reversibility was observed. Compound 2 in the open and 

closed form does not affect the fluorescence of ZnTPP as expected, due to the 

intermolecular nature of the quenching and the short fluorescence lifetime of 

ZnTPP (2.0 ns).
31
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Figure 9. Emission spectra (left) of ZnTPP in the presence of the open form of 1 

(black line), under UV irradiation to the PSS (red line), and recovery upon visible 

irradiation (>470 nm) (blue line).  Reversibility of fluorescence quenching was 

monitored by the change in intensity at 645 nm over four cycles (right). 

DFT calculations (at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level) of the energies of the lowest 

singlet and triplet state were performed on compounds 1 and 2 (table 1). The 

energy differences between of the open and closed forms of the switches at the 

lowest singlet and triplet excited states are relatively large, ca. 1.3 eV for the 

singlet and ca. 1.6 eV for the triplet, respectively. Therefore, it provides the 

possibility to switch on and off energy transfer to and from a photosensitizer that 

has a singlet and/or triplet energy located in between. The lowest triplet excited 

state of the closed switches (1.23 eV of the closed 1 and 1.30 eV of the closed 2, 
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respectively) is higher than the lowest excited state of 
3
O2 (0.97 eV), which 

allows a significant competition with 
1
O2 generation in the photosensitizer.  

 

Table 1. Calculated energies of the first singlet and triplet excited states and the 

energies of two low-lying excited states of molecular oxygen. 

 ZnTPP Open 1 Closed 1 Open 2 Closed 2 1
O2 

S1(eV) 2.30 3.64 2.30 3.74 2.41 
1.6  

(
1
O2Σ ) 

T1(eV) 1.61 2.89 1.23 2.98 1.30 
0.97 

(
1
O2∆ ) 

 

 

The mechanism of switching on and off of 
1
O2 generation in ZnTPP by 

diarylethene switches is demonstrated in Scheme 2. Considering the first triplet 

energy of ZnTPP (1.61 eV),
32

 energy transfer can only occur from ZnTPP to the 

closed form of the switches (1.23 eV), but not to the open form (2.30 eV), and it 

is highly competitive with energy transfer to 
3
O2, which thus switches off the 

generation of 
1
O2 (scheme 2, right). The first singlet excited state of ZnTPP (2.30 

eV) is also close to the closed form of 1 (2.30 eV), but not to the open form (3.64 

eV), and hence fluorescence quenching is possible if ZnTPP and switches are 

close enough to each other and the emission spectrum of ZnTPP overlaps the 

absorption spectrum of the closed switches. 

 

     

Scheme 2. Photophysical processes for switching on and off of 
1
O2 generation in 

ZnTPP using the open and closed form of 1 
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Figure 10. Transient absorption at 460 nm of ZnTPP (40 µM) (left), ZnTPP 

(40µM) mixed with the closed form of 1(80 µM) (middle) upon excitation at 355 

nm, and ZnTPP (100 µM) mixed with the open form of 1(100 µM) in toluene 

upon with excitation at 532 nm (right). All samples were prepared by at least 

three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. 

 

Energy transfer between the triplet state of ZnTPP and the closed form of 1, 

while not the open form, was further confirmed by transient absorption 

spectroscopy (Figure 10). ZnTPP solution and ZnTPP in the presence of the 

closed form of 1 were excited at 355 nm, which cannot switch the closed form to 

the open form during the measurement. ZnTPP in the presence of the open form 

of 1 was excited at 532 nm at relatively high concentration because of the lower 

molar absorption at 532 nm compared with that at 355 nm. The triplet lifetime 

was monitored at 460 nm. ZnTPP has a triplet life of ca.30 µs (Figure 10, left),
 33

  

even in the presence of the open form of 1 (Figure 10, right).
 
When mixed with 

the closed form of 1, excited ZnTPP triplet lifetime was highly quenched result in 

less than 0.5 µs (Figure 10, middle), which indicates the efficient triplet energy 

transfer between ZnTPP and the closed form of 1. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, the generation of 
1
O2 by ZnTPP can be reversibly switched on and 

off by diarylethene switches through a non-covalent approach by alternate 

irradiation with UV and visible light. The 
1
O2 generation is effectively switched 

off when diarylethenes are in the closed form. Both coordinated and non-

coordinated systems can switch of 
1
O2 generation. The coordination system also 

shows switching of the fluorescence of ZnTPP. The photoisomerization of the 

diarylethenes switches is not affected by the presence of ZnTPP, which was 

confirmed by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy.  NIR emission spectroscopy was 

used to monitor switching on and off 
1
O2 generation, and the two states of 

1
O2 
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generation can be reversed for several cycles in various solvents. Triplet lifetime 

measurements and DFT calculations further demonstrated that the energy transfer 

from the photosensitizer proceeds to the closed form, but not the open form, of 

the diarylethene switches, which is highly competitive with the generation of 
1
O2.  

 

The large energy difference between the open and closed forms of the 

diarylethenes enables control of 
1
O2 generation in other photosensitizers in 

general, by altering the substituents to reach the required wavelength range. The 

simple preparation and full optical control of the current systems for switching of 
1
O2 generation hold potential for application in PDT.  Patients, who take or are 

injected with photosensitizers together with water-soluble diarylethene switches, 

can be treated by light in a non-invasive manner to control whether or not to 

activate the generation of 
1
O2 during PDT. 

 

5.5 Experimental Section 

 

General remarks 

 

Fresh distilled toluene was used for spectroscopy. The UV/vis absorption spectra 

were recorded on a Specord S 600 (Analytic Jena) spectrometer. The UV/vis 

emission spectra were measured on a Jasco FP-6200 spectrofluorimeter. To 

reduce interfilter effects, a 3 x 3 mm cuvette was used for the measurements, or 

otherwise with 1 x 1 cm cuvette. Near-infrared emission spectra were recorded on 

Andor iDus InGaAs detector coupled with a Sharmrock 163 spectrograph, and 

the excitation was performed using a 405 nm laser diode with the power of 4 mW 

(Thorlabs LDM 405). The irradiation at 312 nm was carried out using a 

spectroline lamp at 312 nm, and visible irradiation using by a high intensity fiber 

optic white light source combined with a 470 nm long pass filter. In general, the 

PSS can be reached within 10 s of irradiation in the UV and the recovery of the 

open form occurs within 1 min by visible irradiation. 

 

Transient absorption spectroscopy 

 

The triplet absorption lifetimes were obtained using a home built system as 

described in chapter 2. Excitation was performed using the second harmonic (532 

nm, 1-3 mJ, 6 ns) or the third harmonic (355 nm, 1-3 mJ, 6 ns) of a Q-switched 

Nd:YAG laser (Innolas 400) with a Si-diode trigger sensor. The probe light is 

from pulsed xenon light source (Applied Photophysics).The change in 
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absorbance of the sample was measured using a Zolix Omni-λ 300 

monochromator coupled with a 5-stage photomultiplier tube (Gilden Photonics). 

The decay traces were recorded with 1kΩ termination on a Tektronix DPO 4032 

digital phosphor Oscilloscope. 

 

Determination of binding constant  

 

The binding constants of the open and closed forms of 1 to ZnTPP were 

determined by Uv/vis titration monitored by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy.  4 

µl of a stock solution containing a mixture of 2 mM of open or closed form 1 and 

2 µM ZnTPP in toluene (to keep ZnTPP concentration constant during the 

titration), was added into a 2 µM ZnTPP solution (2 ml) repeatedly. A red shift of 

the Soret band of ZnTPP was observed with the isosbestic point at 426 nm both 

for the open and closed form of 1.  For the closed form, the overlap in absorption 

with ZnTPP was subtracted using a reference titration with equal closed form 1 

concentrations without ZnTPP. The binding constants were obtained by fitting 

with 1:1 complex equation:
 34

 

� � �� � 12 ��		
��� � 	���� � 1�� ���	
��� � 	���� � 1���� � 4	
���	���� 
Where � is the absorbance of the Soret band, ��  is the absorbance without 1 

present. ��  is the relative molar absorption, 	
��� is the total concentration of 

ZnTPP, and 	���� is the total concentration of 1. 

 

Determination of singlet oxygen quenching constant  

 

The quenching constant was calculated by Stern-Volmer equation.  

 ��� � 1 � ����	�  
 

Where �� is the intensity of the emission at 1270 nm without switches present, � 

is the intensity of the emission at 1270 nm with different concentration of closed 

form 1 and 2, �� is the quench constant, �� is the lifetime of singlet oxygen in 

toluene, and 	�	is the concentration of closed form 1 and 2. The lifetime of 

singlet oxygen generated in a ZnTPP toluene solution is taken as 30.3 µs.
 35 
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Computational details 

 

Geometries of open 1, closed 1, open 2, and closed 2 were optimized with DFT, 

using the B3LYP hybrid functional
36

 and a 6-31G(d) basis set.
37

 The energy of 

the T1 state was then calculated by a single-point energy calculation at the 

B3LYP/6-31G(d) level using an unrestricted wavefunction, after which 

subtraction of the S0 energy from the T1 energy provided the S0–T1 energy 

difference. The S0–S1 energy difference was calculated using time–dependent 

DFT, using the CAM–B3LYP functional
38

 and a 6–31+G(d,p) basis set. All 

calculations assumed an isolated molecule in the gas-phase and were performed 

with Gaussian 09 revision C.01.
39

 

 

Synthesis of switch 1  

 

1,2-Bis(5’-chloro-2’-methylthien-3’-yl)cyclopentene
1
 3 (1.003 g, 3.046 mmol) 

was dissolved in anhydrous THF (40 ml) under nitrogen atmosphere, and n-BuLi 

(1.6 M in hexane, 3.198 mmol) was added dropwise. The solution was stirred at 

room temperature for 1 h and then B(n-OBu)3 (3.503 mmol) was added. The 

reddish solution was stirred for 1 h at room temperature and was then used 

directly for the Suzuki cross-coupling reaction. 

 

Meanwhile, in a separate flask, 4-bromo-N,N-dimethylaniline (691.1 mg, 3.35 

mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (703.9 mg, 0.609 mmol), aqueous Na2CO3 (2 M, 16 ml) and 

ethyleneglycol (0.4 ml) in THF (24 ml) were heated to 70 
o
C. The above crude 

boronic ester was added and the mixture was heated at reflux overnight. 

Subsequently, the mixture was diluted with diethyl ether and H2O. The organic 

layer was dried on Na2SO4, concentrated in vacuo and subjected to column 

chromatography (SiO2, 30% DCM in pentane) to give solid 4 (454 mg, 36%). 
1
H 
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NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 1.89 (s, 3H), 1.95 (s, 3H), 1.99-2.06 (m, 2H), 2.72 (t, 

J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 2.78 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 2.93 (s, 6H), 6.62 (s, 1H), 6.66 (d, J = 

8.0 Hz, 2H), 6.81 (s, 1H), 7.32 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H). 
13

C NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) 

δ 14.0, 14.1, 23.0, 38.4, 38.5, 40.3, 112.5, 121.4, 122.8, 124.6, 126.1, 127.1, 

132.2, 133.4, 135.5, 135.8, 136.2, 140.7, 149.9. HRMS (ESI) cal. for 

C28H25ClNS2 [M+H] 414.11, found 414.11. 

 

Switch 4 (400 mg, 0.966 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous THF (40 ml) under a 

nitrogen atomosphere, and n-BuLi (1.6 M in hexane, 1.105 mmol) was added 

dropwise. The solution was stirred at room temperature for 1 h and then B(n-

OBu)3 (1.111 mmol) was added. The reddish solution was stirred for 1 h at room 

temperature and was then used directly for the Suzuki cross-coupling reaction. 

 

Meanwhile, in a separate flask, a mixture of 4-bromopyridine hydrochloride 

(206.7, 1.063 mmol) Pd(PPh3)4 (223.3 mg, 0.193 mmol), aqueous Na2CO3 (2 M, 

10 ml) and ethyleneglycol (0.3 ml) in THF (20 ml) was heated to 70 
o
C. The 

above crude boronic ester was added and the mixture was heated at reflux 

overnight. Subsequently, the mixture was diluted with diethyl ether and H2O. The 

organic layer was dried on Na2SO4, concentrated in vacuo and subjected to 

column chromatography (SiO2, 5% ethyl acetate in DCM) to give solid 1 (92.6 

mg, 21%). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 1.95 (s, 3H), 2.03 (s, 3H), 2.05-2.12 

(m, 2H), 2.82 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 4H), 2.93 (s, 6H), 6.65 (d, 2H), 6.84 (s, 1H), 7.26 (s, 

1H), 7.32 (dd, J = 8.0 Hz, 4H), 8.47 (bs, 2H). 
13

C NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 14.0, 

14.5, 23.0, 38.3, 38.4, 40.2, 112.4, 121.5, 122.7, 126.0, 127.5, 132.2, 133.5, 136.0, 

136.2, 137.9, 138.5, 140.6, 149.8. HRMS (ESI) cal. for C28H28N2S2 [M+H] 

457.18, found 457.18. Elemental analysis: cal.: C 73.6%, H 6.2%, N: 6.1% S: 

14.0%; found: C 73.3%, H 6.2%, N: 6.1%, S: 13.9%. 

 

1,2-Bis(2’-methyl-5’-phenylthien-3’-yl)cyclopentene 2 was synthesized 

according to previous procedures.
22
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CHAPTER 6  

 

Laser Flash Photolysis Study of Molecular Motors 

 

The rotatory speed of overcrowded alkene based molecular motors is a crucial 

parameter in achieving their unidirectional motor function. Faster rotation can 

efficiently compete with Brownian motion and accelerate the processes in which 

molecular motors are involved. However, characterization of these fast motors 

(i.e., the kHz or MHz regime), specifically the rate and energy barriers to the 

helix inversion, are challenging. In this chapter, the home-built laser flash 

photolysis system, described in chapter 2, together with steady state UV/vis 

absorption spectroscopy is used to monitor the change in absorption with time 

after excitation, by which the rotary speed and energy barrier to helix inversion of 

variously substituted molecular motors are determined. 
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6.1 Introduction 

 

Overcrowded alkene-based molecular motors were first synthesized in Feringa’s 

group nearly two decades ago, and these systems can be driven by a combination 

of light and heat.
1
 The process involves unidirectional rotation of the upper half 

relative to the lower half of the molecules, by light induced isomerization of the 

central double bond, followed by thermal helix inversion. Several theoretical and 

experimental studies also have been performed to understand the 

mechanisms
2,3,4,5,6

 and dynamics of the photochemistry of molecular motors.
7,8 

A 

number of molecular motors have been applied in switchable asymmetric 

catalysis,
9
 modified surfaces,

10
 rotation of microscopic objects by doping of 

liquid crystals,
11

 and nanoscale machines,
12

 etc.  

 

A key challenge presented by overcrowded alkene-based molecular motors is to 

achieve comparable or superior speeds to the biological rotary motors, which are 

fast enough to overcome Brownian motion.  ATP (adenosine 5’-triphosphate), 

one of the motors in nature, transforms the energy of the hydrolysis of 

approximately 390 molecules of ATP per second into rotational motion at a rate 

of 130 revolutions per second.
13

 The rotary speed of overcrowded alkene-based 

molecular motors is limited by thermally activated isomerization reactions, since 

the photoisomerisation occurs over a few picoseconds.
2
 The structure units at the 

lower and/or upper parts of the motors allow to lower the energy barriers of 

thermal helix inversion and can modify the rotary speed from nanoseconds to 

hours.
14

 The size of the rotor bridging atoms and the size of the rings are also 

found to be directly related to the rate constant of thermal helix inversion due to 

its effect on steric crowding with the stator. The fastest rotary rates have been 

reported can reach the MHz regime.
15

 

 

With the increase of rotary speed, another challenge arises: how can we 

characterize these high speed molecular motors? The conventional methods for 

monitoring the rotary motion of the motors are usually UV/vis absorption, CD 

and NMR spectroscopies. The photoisomerization of the central carbon-carbon 

double of the motors typically induces a red shift in the lowest energy UV/vis 

absorption band because of the lower HOMO/LUMO gap of the unstable isomer 

and the subsequent thermal step results in a restoration of the original spectrum.  

The inversion of the intrinsic helicity of the molecule can be also observed by CD 

spectroscopy. The signals corresponding to the unstable isomers appear in the 
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NMR spectra upon irradiation of the stable isomer also. It takes from seconds to 

minutes to acquire one spectrum for all of these steady state spectroscopic 

techniques. If the rate of rotation is faster than the time-resolution of these 

spectroscopies, cooling the samples to slow down the thermal process can be 

used for characterizations. However this can only be extended to motors for 

which the lifetime is longer than the millisecond regime at room temperature, 

while for the faster motors other techniques are needed. 

 

In this chapter, the laser flash photolysis system as described in chapter 2 is used 

to measure the transient absorption of a series of molecular motors, for which the 

lifetime for thermal inversion ranges from nanoseconds to seconds. A pulsed 

laser is used to generate the unstable form of the motors within several 

nanoseconds. Since the photoisomerization occurs within several picoseconds, 

the relaxation to the ground state of unstable form to the stable form can be 

followed on the nano- to milli-second time scale on a fast response photo detector. 

By monitoring the change in absorbance upon pulsed laser excitation at a certain 

wavelength, the rate of the thermal inversion can be obtained. The energy barriers 

for the thermal helix inversion were calculated also by measuring the lifetime of 

the unstable isomer over a certain temperature range.  

 

6.2 Molecular motors 

 

Molecular motor 1 is expected to be the fastest motor, and have the lowest barrier 

to thermal helix inversion to date.
16

 However, only a rough indication of the 

activation parameters have been obtained, and the lifetime of unstable 1 was 

uncertain (between 8 ns to 100 ns at room temperature), because of experimental 

limitations.
16

 

 

The rotary speed of molecular motor 2, 5, 6 have been determined by steady state 

spectroscopy,
15, 17 , 18  

with the half-lives of thermal helix inversion at room 

temperature being 2.3 × 10
-6

 s, 40 s, 190 s, respectively. This indicates that a 

motor with the upper part comprising a five-membered ring (2) has a faster rotary 

speed than the one with the upper part being a six-membered ring (5), whereas a 

five-membered ring lower part (6) slows down the rotary speed compared with a 

six-membered ring lower part (2, 5). Introducing a substantial electronic effect on 

the thermal isomerization around the central double bond could result in a 

remarkable increase in the rate of thermal inversion also, e.g. the electronic push-
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pull effect in 5. 
19,20

 Moreover, the structure substituents at upper and lower part 

of the motors can affect the rotary speed also. For example, substituting a 

fluorene-based molecular motor with a p-xylene group to decrease the size of 

rotor unit accelerates the rate by up to 12 fold, and additional steric bulk, e.g. 

replacing the methyl for a tert-butyl substituent, at the stereocenter at the upper 

part results in a 3x10
4
 fold acceleration.

21, 22
 Molecular motor 3, containing a new 

structural motif combines a p-xylene unit and a tert-butyl substituted stereocenter 

in the upper part, was designed with the expectation of even faster unidirectional 

rotation.    

 

 

OO

OO

1               3  

                               

Scheme 1. Structures of molecular motors described in this chapter. 

 

Molecular motor 4, containing a strongly electron-donating amine group without 

a Boc protection group in the upper half (compared with 5) and an electron-

withdrawing ketone group in the lower half, was synthesized with the expectation 

of a stronger electronic push-pull effect.
19

 The electronic push-pull effect would 

reduce steric hindrance because of the contribution of resonance structures where 

the central olefinic bond has single bond character, which might cause a lowering 

of the energy barrier to thermal helix inversion (Scheme 2). However, cis-trans 

isomerization of 4 was not observed by 
1
H NMR spectroscopy even when 

irradiated in toluene-d8 for 5 h at -80 
o
C.

23
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Scheme 2. Resonance structures of 4, displaying the possible single-bond 

character of the central double bond in the zwitterionic form. 

 

The lifetimes and energy barrier to thermal helix inversion of 1-4 were obtained 

by measuring the time-resolved absorption spectra using laser flash photolysis. 

Steady state UV/vis absorption spectroscopy was used to characterize 5 and 6 

because of the relative slow thermal step. The electronic effects in 4 and 5 were 

further examined in various solvent with differing polarity.  

 

6.3 Results and Discussion  

 

6.3.1 UV/vis absorption spectroscopy 

 

UV/vis absorption spectroscopy was used to study the ground state absorption 

properties of molecular motor 1-6 in solvents of low polarity at room temperature 

(Figure 1). The presence of an oxygen atom in the central bridging group in the 

lower part of molecular motor 2 (Figure 1, red) induces a red shift in absorption,  

relative to the methylene bridged analogue motor 1 (Figure 1, black). 

Replacement of a methyl for a tert-butyl substituent at the stereocenter in the 

upper part in the case of 3 results in a small blue shift with an absorption 

maximum at 351 nm (Figure 1, blue). Replacing p-xylene with naphthalene in the 

upper part, motor 6, (Figure 1, orange) shows a red shift to 390 nm. The two 

“electronic push-pull” molecules 4 and 5 (Figure 1, pink and green) show 

relatively long wavelength absorptions, 457 nm and 371 nm, respectively, with 

the stronger electronic push-pull effect in 4 inducing the largest red shift.    
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Figure 1. Normalized UV/vis absorption spectra (normalized to the lowest 

energy UV/vis absorption band) of molecular motor 1 in isopentane (black), 2 in 

n-hexane (black red), 3 in n-heptane (blue), 4 in toluene, (pink), 5 in 

toluene,( green), and 6 in chloroform (orange). 

 

6.3.2 Nanoseconds molecular motor 1 

 

The change in absorption of 1 upon UV irradiation was not observed at room 

temperature, even with using laser flash photolysis. This means that either no 

photoisomerization occurs or the rate of the thermal isomerization is faster than 

the time resolution of the setup, i.e. sub microsecond. A change in steady state 

UV/vis absorption spectra was obtained previously at extremely low temperature 

(in methylcyclohexane: methylcyclopentane =1:1 at 98 K and in propane 85 K) 

previously.
16

 The measurements were carried out at 173 K in isopentane using 

laser flash photolysis upon 355 nm excitation (6 ns pulses), with the expectation 

of slowing down the thermal helix inversion step in the measureable range of the 

system.  

 

Upon 355 nm pulsed excitation, the absorption immediately increased at 430 nm 

and decreased at 350 nm and the decay trace showed complete recovery within 

160 µs in isopentane at 173 K (Figure 2, left). Fitting to a single exponential, a 

lifetime of 47 µs at 173 K was determined. The change in absorbance was also 

studied at other wavelengths. The UV/vis absorption difference spectrum of 1 at 

100 ns after excitation is shown on the right of Figure 2, which indicates that the 

absorption band between 300 nm and 375 nm decreases and a new band between 
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375 nm and 500 nm appears upon photoisomerization, The change in absorption 

spectra upon irradiation was similar to that observed for molecular motor 6 (vide 

infra).  
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Figure 2. Transient decay and recovery following pulsed excitation of 1 in 

isopentane at 173 K at 350 nm and 430 nm (left), and the UV/vis difference 

spectrum at the 100 ns after excitation (right). 

 

The energy barrier to thermal helix inversion was determined by transient 

absorption spectroscopy. Following the change of absorbance of the sample at the 

PSS after irradiation at a series of constant temperatures, the rate of conversion to 

the lowest energy isomer allows for Eyring and /or Arrhenius plots to be drawn 

(equation 6.1 and 6.2), from the former of which the standard change in Gibbs 

energy of activation (∆
‡
G

o
) can be determined.  

 

��
�

�
�

�∆�‡



∙

�

�
 ��

��

�


∆�‡



                                                                               (6.1) 

 

∆‡�� � ������
�

���
�                                                                                          (6.2)    

 

Where k reaction rate constant, T is absolute temperature, ∆�‡ is enthalpy of 

activation, R is gas constant,  ��  is Boltzamnn constant,  ∆�‡  is entropy of 

activation. 

 

The energy barrier to the thermal helix inversion was determined by measuring 

the lifetimes of 1 in the temperature range of 168 K to 193 K (Figure 3, a, b and 

c). The Eyring plot (Figure 3, d) provides activation parameters for the thermal 

process: the enthalpy of activation ∆
‡
H

o
 is 24.6 ± 0.5 kJ/mol, the entropy of 
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activation ∆
‡
S

o
 is -18.3 ± 0.5 J/mol.K, and the energy of activation ∆

‡
G

o 
at 20 

o
C 

is 29.6 ± 0.5 J/mol.  The half-life of thermal step in isopentane at 20 
o
C can be 

calculated from the Eyring plot, which gives 36 ns. The result is as expected 

between 8 ns to 100 ns at room temperature.  With the rate of thermal helix 

inversion at 20 °C being 2.0 × 10
7
 s

−1
, molecular motor 1, under suitable 

irradiation conditions, is capable of achieving unidirectional rotation at 10 MHz 

at room temperature. 
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Figure 3. Transient recoveries for 1 (at 430 nm, in isopentane) upon pulsed 

irradiation at 355 nm at various temperatures (from 168 K to 193 K, a, b, c), and 

Eyring plot for the thermal helix inversion (d). 

 

6.3.3 Microsecond molecular motor 2 

 

Transient absorption data for molecular motor 2 gave the same result for the 

isomerization process as those published.
13

 Figure 4 shows the change in 

absorption of 2 at 475 nm upon laser pulsed excitation, fitted with a single 

exponential decay, the lifetime was determined to be 3.0 µs at 290 K. Barriers of 

activation to thermal helix inversion of 3 were described in ref. 13, with 

∆
‡
G

o
=41.0 KJ/mol at 26°C. 
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Figure 4. Transient recovery of 2 at 475 nm in hexane upon laser pulsed 

excitation at 355 nm at 290 K. 

 

6.3.4 Millisecond molecular motor 3 

 

No changes to the UV/vis absorption spectrum of 3 were observed upon UV 

irradiation using a steady state UV/vis spectrometer at room temperature, which 

means that the rotary speed of 3 is faster than the time resolution of the 

spectrometer. When transient absorption spectroscopy was applied, a decrease in 

absorbance at 350 nm was observed upon 355 nm pulsed laser excitation, with a 

concomitant increase when monitored at 450 nm (Figure 5, left). Detection of the 

change in absorbance in the range 300 nm to 500 nm upon pulsed laser excitation 

shows a very similar change as for 1 (Figure 5, right).  The half-life for thermal 

helix inversion of 3 was determined to be 2.0 ms at 293 K.  
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Figure 5. Change in absorption at 350 nm and 450 nm shows interconversion of 

unstable 3 to stable 3 in heptane at 288 K (left), and the UV/vis difference spectra 

immediately after the 8 ns pulsed laser (right). 
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The energy barrier to thermal helix inversion in 3 was determined by the change 

in absorbance at 430 nm at several constant temperatures (from 288 K to 318 K, 

Figure 6, left). The rate of thermal helix inversion for unstable 3 to stable 3 was 

used to determinate of the Gibbs energy of activation using an Eyring plot 

(Figure 6, right), with the enthalpy of activation ∆
‡
H

o
=54.8±0.5 kJ/mol, the 

entropy of activation ∆
‡
S

o
=-12.4±0.5 J/mol.K and the energy of activation ∆

‡
G

o 

=58.4±0.5 kJ/mol at 293K. 
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Figure 6. Change in absorption for 3 at 430 nm in heptane upon pulsed laser 

excitation at 355 nm at various temperatures (from 293 K to 308 K) (left), and 

Eyring plot (from 288 k to 318K) for the thermal helix inversion.  

 

6.3.4 Electronic push-pull molecular motors 4, 5 

 

Due to the relatively slow thermal step, the photochemical and thermal helix 

inversion of 4 and 5 was firstly studied with UV/vis absorption spectroscopy at 

low temperature and room temperature, respectively. UV irradiation of n-hexane 

solutions of 4 at 238 K led to the appearance of an absorption band at 500 nm 

(Figure 7, left). Leaving the sample at room temperature for several minutes 

resulted in a restoration of the original spectra. This observation is similar to that 

found in the previous study.
23

 The change in absorbance of 4 upon UV irradiation 

was not observed in other polar solvents, e.g. THF, even at low temperature. 

Irradiation 5 in toluene at room temperature led to the appearance of an 

absorption band at 460 nm (Figure 7, right), and leaving in dark for 20 min, these 

spectral changes had reversed again.  
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Figure 7. UV/vis absorption spectra of stable 4, the photostationary state (PSS at 

312 nm) mixture of stable and unstable 4 in n-hexane at 238 K upon UV 

irradiation (left). UV/vis absorption spectra of stable 5, the photostationary state 

(PSS at 312 nm) mixture of stable and unstable 5 in toluene at 238 K upon UV 

irradiation (right).  

 

Compound 4 and 5 were further dissolved in other solvents of differing polarities 

to study the electronic push-pull effect on the central double bond. The steady 

state absorption spectra of 4 show a ca. 30 nm solvatochromic shift from a non-

polar to a polar solvent (Figure 8, left), while the solvatochromic shift of 5 is only 

ca. 10 nm (Figure 8, right). This shift means that the excited state of 4 is more 

polar than that of 5, which may be because of a stronger electronic push-pull 

effect. 
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Figure 8. The UV/vis absorption spectra of 4 (left) and 5 (right) in solvent of n-

hexane, toluene, THF and acetonitrile.  
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The energy barriers to unstable forms of 4 and 5 relaxing back to their stables 

form were also determined in solvents of different polarities. Steady state UV/vis 

absorption spectroscopy was used to examine the relatively slow thermal 

processes. Transient absorption spectroscopy was used to study the relaxation of 

4 in polar solvents, e.g. THF and acetonitrile. Figure 9 (a) shows the change in 

absorbance at 470 nm of motor 5 with time at five different temperatures, and the 

activation energy of the thermal step at room temperature was determined using 

an Eyring plot (Figure 9, b), giving ∆
‡
G

o
=81.3 kJ/mol in toluene, and a half-life 

of the thermal helix inversion was 40 s at room temperature (20 
o
C). The energy 

barrier to thermal helix inversion in 5 in other solvents (tetrahydrofuran, 

acetonitrile), and the Eyring plots are shown in Figure 9 (c) and (d). Together 

with the previous study of 5 in n-hexane,
17

 the energy barriers (∆
‡
G

o
) and half-

lives of 5 in these four solvents are listed in Table 1. Compound 5 shows almost 

identical activation energies in both low and high polarity solvents, and it can 

exclude significant electronic push-pull effect in motor 5. 
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Figure 9. UV/vis absorption monitored at 470 nm over time for conversion from 

PSS to stable 5 at several temperatures (from 263 K to 293 K) in toluene (a), and 

an Eyring plot for the thermal helix inversion in toluene (b), THF (c) and 

acetonitrile (d). 
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Table 1. Solvent dependence of energy barriers and half-lives to  

thermal helix inversion of 5.  

Solvent hexane toluene THF acetonitrile 

Polarity 0.06 2.4 4.2 6.2 

∆
‡
G

o
 (kJ/mol)  

(+/- 2%) 
81.7 81.3 81.6 81.5 

∆
‡
H

o
 (kJ/mol) 

(+/- 2%) 
76.7 77.0 72.9 77.1 

∆
‡
S

o
 (J/mol.K) 

(+/- 5%) 
17.1 -15.7 -32.0 -16.5 

τ1/2(s) RT 

(+/- 10%) 
40  40 40 40 

 

Figure 10 (left) shows the thermal recovery of 4 at 510 nm upon UV irradiation 

between 233 K and 253 K, which was monitored by steady state UV/vis 

absorption spectroscopy. The first-order exponential decay fits were used to 

extract the lifetime data. Figure 10 (right) shows Erying plot, from which the 

following activation parameters are determined: the enthalpy of activation 

∆
‡
H

o
=47.6±0.5 kJ/mol, the entropy of activation ∆

‡
S

o
=-96.8 J/mol.K, and the 

energy of activation ∆
‡
G

o
=75.9±0.5 kJ/mol

 
at 293 K. 
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Figure 10. Change in UV/vis absorption (at 510 nm, in n-hexane) monitored over 

time for conversion from PSS to stable 5 at several temperature (from 233 K to 

253 K) (left), and Eyring plot for the thermal helix inversion 
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In more polar solvents, no obvious change in absorption upon UV irradiation was 

observed by steady state UV/vis spectroscopy even at low temperature. Transient 

absorption spectroscopy was used to monitor the change in absorbance upon ns 

pulsed laser excitation, and the changes in absorbance at 540 nm were followed 

over a range of temperatures to determine the activation energy. Figure 11 (a) 

shows the change in absorbance of 4 in toluene over millisecond scale, and the 

Eyring plots in toluene, THF and acetonitrile are shown in Figure 11 (b), (c) and 

(d).  Together with the result in n-hexane, the activation energy and half-lives of 

4 in these solvents are summarized in Table 2. 
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Figure 11. UV/vis absorption monitored at 540 nm over time for conversion 

from PSS to stable 4 at several temperatures (from 298 K to 323 K) in toluene (a), 

and an Eyring plot for unstable 4 thermally relaxing to stable 4 in toluene (b), 

THF (c) and acetonitrile (d). 
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Table 2. Solvent dependence of energy barriers and half-lives to  

thermal relaxation of unstable 4.  

Solvent Hexane Toluene THF Acetonitrile 

Polarity  0.06 2.4 4.2 6.2 

∆
‡
G

o
 (kJ/mol) 

(+/- 2%) 
75.9 75.0 61.5 45.7 

∆
‡
H

o 
 (kJ/mol) 

(+/- 2%)
 50.3 48.7 27.6 21.8 

∆
‡
S

o   
(J/mol.K) 

     (+/- 5%) 
-84.7 -88.3 -115.7 -83.2 

τ1/2 

(s) RT 

(Error 10%) 

3.86 2.38 0.01 2x10
-5

 

 

The activation energy and the half-lives to the thermal relaxation of unstable 4, 

which is formed upon UV irradiation, is highly dependent on the polarity of the 

solvent, by increasing polarity, the energy barrier is lowered and a much shorter 

lifetime from seconds to microseconds observed. The solvent effect on the 

thermal step might be ascribed to the strong electronic push-pull effect of 4:  a 

zwitterionic structure might be formed (Scheme 2). The zwitterionic structure can 

be stabilized more in polar solvents than nonpolar solvents. In addition, the 

central olefinic structure has substantial single-bond character, and the more 

flexible zwitterion suffers less steric hindrance and therefore lower barriers to 

thermal helix inversion are observed. 

 

However, the full rotation, unstable isomer and PSS upon irradiation of 4 could 

not be confirmed. Several attempts by 
1
H NMR spectroscopy to determine the 

PSS of 4 upon irradiation failed.
23

 Transient absorption spectroscopy of 4 gives a 

lifetime in toluene at -80 
o
C (calculated from the Erying plot) of ca. 2 hour, which 

is long enough for a single 
1
H NMR measurement at -80 

o
C, however, no changes 

in 
1
H NMR spectra were detected after irradiation for 4 h in toluene-d8. 
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A study of the photoisomerization of 4 over a range of concentrations was carried 

out also.  The change in absorbance at several concentrations upon UV irradiation 

was monitored by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy at 203 K in toluene (Figure 

12). The absorption of the new band with the maximum at ca. 520 nm reaches a 

maximum as the concentration of 4 increases in toluene. This saturation means 

that the unstable species formed from 4 upon UV irradiation is limited to a 

certain concentration, less than 50 µM even at low temperature. This might be the 

reason that the thermally unstable isomer of 4 cannot be detected by 
1
H NMR 

spectroscopy. At higher concentration, limitations to photoisomerization were 

also observed with some thioindigoid and stilbene derivatives.
24 , 25

 Possible 

reasons for the concentration limit of PSS discussed in the literature are that a 

catalytic process or electron transfer reaction between trans and cis isomers is 

involved, or an exciplex or dimer is formed at high concentration. 
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Figure 12.  UV/vis spectra at several concentration of 4 (left 23 µM, middle 95 

µM and right 845 µM) in toluene at 203 K upon UV irradiation over 1 h to reach 

the PSS state.  

 

6.3.6 Minute molecular motor 6 

 

The photochemical and thermal helix inversion of molecular motor 6 was 

monitored by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy at room temperature. UV 

irradiation of 6 in toluene led to a red shift of the lowest absorption band from 

390 nm to 410 nm (Figure 13), and leaving the solution in dark for 20 min at 

room temperature resulted in a restoration of the original spectrum.  

23 μM 
95 μM 845 μM 
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Figure 13. UV/vis  absorption spectra of stable-6, the PSS (at 312 nm) mixture of 

stable and unstable-6 in chloroform upon UV irradiation . 

 

The energy barriers and half-life of 6 were studied in detail previously.
23

 

Together with other molecules investigated in this chapter, the main properties of 

these motor functional molecules are summarized in Table 3, in which the half-

lives range from ns to min as expected from motors with different substituents in 

upper and lower parts. 

 

Table 3. Properties of molecular motor 1-6. 

 λmax (nm) ∆
‡
G

o
 (kJ/mol) τ1/2 at RT 

1 349 29.98 36 ns 

2 371 41.0 2.8 µs 

3 351 58.4 1.4
 
ms 

4 459 71.6 2.38 s 

5 370 81.5 40 s 

6 390 85 3 min 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, a series of molecular motors were characterized by UV/vis steady 

state absorption and transient absorption spectroscopies. Transient absorption 

spectroscopy is shown to be an efficient method to detect the transient behavior 

of molecular motors, especially those with relatively high rates of rotation. By 
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measuring the lifetime of the thermal relaxation at several temperatures, the 

energy barrier between thermally unstable and stable forms in the ground state 

can be determined.   

Motor 1 was shown to have a half-life of 36 ns at room temperature, which is the 

fastest motor reported to date. The transient absorption measurements show the 

same results as the published data for motor 2.
13

 Motor 3 has a millisecond half-

life. Molecular motor 5, with an N-Boc protected group in the upper part, did not 

show an obvious electronic push-pull effect, which was confirmed by measuring 

the thermal lifetime in the solvents of differing polarity. In case of 4, a strong 

push-pull effect was observed, however, the fully rotary motor function cannot be 

detected by 
1
H NMR spectroscopy because of the low PSS at the relative high 

concentration needed (>100 µM). The accurate determination of the rotary speed 

and energy barrier of these molecular motors can provide useful insights and will 

support diverse applications of molecular motors. 

 

6.5 Experimental Section 

 

Details of syntheses and characterizations of the molecular motors in this chapter 

are described in references [16], [22], [23] and [26]. 

 

General remarks 

 

All spectra were recorded in 1 � 1 cm quartz cuvettes. For transient absorption 

measurements, the absorbance at the excitation wavelength was between 0.5 and 

1.0, and UV/vis absorption spectra of the samples were measured to ensure that  

photodegradation did not occur. UV/Vis absorption spectra were measured on a 

Hewlett-Packard HP 8543 FT spectrophotometer, and Cyro-UV/vis and transient 

absorption were performed using an Oxford Instruments OptistatDN variable 

temperature liquid nitrogen cryostat. 

 

Transient absorption spectroscopy 

 

The laser flash photolysis setup includes one nanosecond Nd:YAG laser worked  

as a pump light source and one pulsed Xenon lamp worked as a probe light 

source.  The laser (Innolas 400) with a 6 ns pulsed width was set at the third 

harmonic 355 nm, 2-8 mJ pulse, 10 Hz. The Xenon lamp (Applied Photophysis) 

with its pulse unit (Applied Photophysis ARC Lamp Pulser) have synchronized to 
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the flash lamp of pulsed laser. When the transient signal is strong enough, the 

xenon lamp can work without the pulse function. The pump and probe light 

source were perpendicular to each other. The signal was detected by photo 

multiplier tube (Zolix PMTH-S1-CR131) which coupled with a monochromator 

(Zolix Omni-λ 300) to select the wavelength. The transient was record on digital 

phosphor oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 4032) and it was triggered by a Si-diode 

sensor which detects the scattering light of the laser. The transients were 

transferred to a PC for data analysis using homebuilt software written in National 

Instruments LabVIEW 8.2, see chapter 2 and appendix. 
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SUMMARY 
 
Molecular photochemistry is the study of transformations upon interaction with 
light. Molecules that absorb the energy of photons are promoted to electronically 
excited states, from where they relax rapidly to the lowest vibrational level of the 
ground state or yield new chemical species by emission of photons or vibrational 
heat, or encounter other molecules to transfer electrons, protons, H atoms or 
energy. Understanding photochemical processes is crucial to investigate 
photosynthesis in nature and artificial photoresponsive systems. In the 
Characterization of photochemical processes generally two types of 
measurements are employed: steady state and time resolved spectroscopy. Steady 
state spectroscopy is relative simple to implement with the use of a continuous 
light source for illumination and recording continuous light intensity. Much of 
the dynamic information of molecules is lost through the time averaging of 
processes in steady state measurements. Time-resolved spectroscopy requires 
more complex systems, using a short pulsed light source, where the pulse width is 
much shorter than the decay time of the excited state, to generate time-dependent 
information of molecules of interest and reveals more molecular information, e.g. 
quenching, energy transfer and electron transfer rates. 
 
The research described in this thesis applies both steady state and time-resolved 
spectroscopy to investigate several photoswitchable molecular systems, in which 
the functions and properties can be controlled by light, or modified through 
photoinduced energy transfer or electron transfer. These photoswitchable 
molecular systems are designed for the application in nanotechnology and 
developing new materials, e.g. photoswitching of magnetic interactions, 
graphene-porphyrin hybrid materials; or for future application in biology, e.g. 
driving molecular motors with visible light, control of singlet oxygen generation 
in photodynamic therapy, etc. 
 
Chapter 1 introduced the main concepts and processes in molecular organic 
photochemistry. Fundamental photophysical processes (absorption, emission) and 
some typical photochemical reactions (photocycloaddition, photoreduction and 
photoisomerization) are discussed. Bimolecular photochemistry, including 
collisional quenching, electron transfer and energy transfer, is also described, and 
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several examples are given to illustrate some applications based on 
photochemistry. 
 
Chapter 2 described three home-built spectroscopic systems. The first system was 
developed to measure time resolved luminescence, as well as measuring steady 
state emission spectra. The second is a laser flash photolysis system that can be 
used to measure time resolved absorption as well as steady state absorption 
spectra. The last system is designed to measure steady state NIR emission. The 
software for system control, data acquisition and analysis is described in the 
appendix. These systems together with other spectroscopies were used to study 
photoswitchable molecular systems described in this thesis. 
 
In chapter 3 an intramolecular photoswitchable system is described, in which 
through-space magnetic interactions can be switched on and off. The interaction 
between two TEMPO spin centers connected to a photoswitchable overcrowded 
alkene changes from noncoupled in the trans state, to strongly coupled in the cis 
state. Switching magnetic interaction can be achieved at room temperature 
without compromising the efficiency of the photoswitching processes. Steady 
state UV/vis absorption, EPR and 1H NMR spectroscopies were used to study the 
functioning of this system. 
 

 
 

In Chapter 4 two porphyrin modified systems are described. Porphyrins were 
used to modify graphene through a covalent approach in the first system. The 
presence of porphyrin on graphene was studied by steady state UV/vis absorption 
spectroscopy, and energy/electron transfer was demonstrated by steady state and 
time resolved luminescence spectroscopy. The second system uses a porphyrin to 
drive the unidirectional rotation of a molecular motor. The unidirectional rotation 
of the hybrid system was characterized by steady state UV/Vis absorption and 
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CD spectroscopies, and energy transfer via triplet excited states was 
demonstrated by steady state and time resolved luminescence measurements. 
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In Chapter 5 diarylethene switches were used to control singlet oxygen 
generation in zinc porphyrin through intermolecular energy transfer. Singlet 
oxygen can be generated by excitation of zinc porphyrin in the presence of the 
open form of diarylethene. Switching the diarylethene to its closed form by UV 
irradiation, results in singlet oxygen generation not being observed. Singlet 
oxygen generation was monitored by steady state NIR emission spectroscopy, 
and energy transfer through triplet excited state study was studied by time 
resolved absorption spectroscopy.  
 

 

Chapter 6 is focused on the characterization of six light driven molecular rotary 
motors with various rotatory speeds. Time resolved absorption spectroscopy was 
used to study the relatively fast thermal relaxation, from ns to ms, and steady 
state UV/vis absorption spectroscopy was used to study slow molecular motors in 
the sec to min time domain. By measuring lifetimes of the thermal relaxation at 
several temperatures, the energy barriers between thermally unstable and stable 
forms of six compounds in the ground states were determined.  
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SAMENVATTING 
 

Moleculaire fotochemie is de studie van transformaties onder invloed van licht. 
Moleculen die fotonen absorberen kunnen in een elektronisch aangeslagen 
toestand worden gebracht, vanwaar zij kunnen relaxeren naar de laagste 
vibrationele toestand door middel van de uitzending van fotonen of warmte. 
Andere processen die kunnen plaatsvinden vanuit de elektronisch aangeslagen 
toestand zijn de overdracht van electronen, protonen, waterstofatomen of energie 
naar andere moleculen. Het begrijpen van fotochemische processen is cruciaal 
voor het onderzoek naar fotosynthese in de natuur en kunstmatige 
fotoresponsieve systemen. Bij het bestuderen van fotochemische processen 
worden in het algemeen twee soorten spectroscopie gebruikt: steady state en time 
resolved spectroscopie. Steady state spectroscopie is relatief gemakkelijk toe te 
passen door het gebruik van een continue lichtbron voor bestraling en het continu 
meten van de lichtintensiteit. Met steady state spectroscopie gaat veel informatie 
over het dynamische gedrag van moleculen verloren door het uitmiddelen van 
verscheidene processen over tijd. Time resolved spectroscopie vergt complexere 
systemen met een korte puls lichtbron, waarvan de pulsbreedte korter is dan de 
vervaltijd van de aangeslagen toestand van de te bestuderen moleculen. Met deze 
meettechniek kan informatie vergaard worden over moleculaire processen zoals 
quenching, energie-overdracht en de snelheid van elektronenoverdracht. 
 
In het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift is zowel gebruik gemaakt van 
steady state als time resolved spectroscopie om verschillende met licht 
schakelbare moleculaire systemen te bestuderen. De functies en eigenschappen 
van deze systemen kunnen bediend of veranderd worden door middel van licht. 
Deze moleculaire, met licht schakelbare systemen zijn ontworpen voor 
toepassing in de nanotechnologie en voor de ontwikkeling van nieuwe materialen 
zoals grafeen porfyrine hybride materialen. Toekomstige toepassingen in de 
biologie behoren ook tot de mogelijkheden, zoals de controle over singlet 
zuurstof productie voor fotodynamische therapie. 
 
In hoofdstuk 1 worden de algemene concepten en processen in de moleculaire 
organische fotochemie geïntroduceerd. Fundamentele processen (absorptie, 
emissie) en verscheidene fotochemische reacties (fotocycloadditie, fotoreductie 
en fotoisomerizatie) worden besproken. Bimoleculaire fotochemie, zoals 
collisional quenching, elektronoverdracht en energie-overdracht, wordt 
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beschreven en verscheidene voorbeelden zijn gegeven ter illustratie van 
verschillende toepassingen gebaseerd op fotochemie. 
 
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft drie zelf opgezette spectroscopische systemen. Het eerste 
systeem was ontwikkeld om time resolved luminescentie als ook steady state 
emissie te meten. Het tweede systeem is een laser flash fotolyse systeem dat 
gebruikt kan worden voor metingen aan time resolved en steady state absorptie. 
Het laatste systeem is ontworpen voor het meten van steady state NIR emissie. 
De software voor het beheren van het systeem, data acquisitie en analyse is 
beschreven in de appendix. Deze drie systemen tezamen met andere 
spectroscopische methodes zijn gebruikt om met licht schakelbare moleculaire 
systemen te bestuderen. 
 
In hoofdstuk 3 is een met licht schakelbaar systeem beschreven, waarvan de 
intramoleculaire magnetische interactie aan- en uitgezet kan worden. De 
interactie tussen twee TEMPO spin centra, met elkaar verbonden door een met 
licht schakelbaar overbezet alkeen, kan geschakeld worden van niet-gekoppeld in 
de trans vorm naar sterk gekoppeld in de cis vorm. Het schakelen van 
magnetische interactie kan worden bewerkstelligd zonder de efficiëntie van het 
schakelproces te hinderen. Steady state UV/vis absorptie, EPR en 1H NMR 
spectroscopie zijn gebruikt voor het bestuderen van het functioneren van dit 
systeem. 

 
 
In hoofdstuk 4 zijn twee gemodificeerde porfyrine systemen beschreven.  In het 
eerste systeem zijn porfyrines gebruikt om grafeen te modificeren door middel 
van een covalente aanpak. De porfyrines op grafeen zijn bestudeerd met steady 
state UV/vis absorptie spectroscopie en energie/elektron overdracht was 
aangetoond door middel van steady state en time resolved luminescentie 
spectroscopie. Het tweede systeem gebruikt een porfyrine om de unidirectionele 
rotatie van een moleculaire motor aan te drijven. De unidirectionele rotatie van 
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dit hybride systeem is gekarakteriseerd met steady state UV/vis absorptie en CD 
spectroscopie. Energie-overdracht via triplet aangeslagen toestanden is 
aangetoond met steady state en time resolved luminescentie metingen.  
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In hoofdstuk 5 zijn diaryletheen schakelaars gebruikt om de genereratie van 
singlet zuurstof te reguleren. Singlet zuurstof kan worden gemaakt door de 
excitatie van zink porfyrine in de aanwezigheid van de open vorm van een 
diaryletheen. Het schakelen van de diaryletheen naar zijn gesloten vorm door 
middel van UV bestraling, resulteert in het stopzetten van het genereren van 
singlet zuurstof. De productie van singlet zuurstof werd gevolgd met steady state 
NIR emissie spectroscopie. Energie-overdracht is bestudeerd door middel van 
time resolved absorptie spectroscopie. 
 

 
 
Hoofdstuk 6 richt zich op de karakterisering van zes door licht aangedreven 
moleculaire rotatie motoren. Time resolved spectroscopie is gebruikt voor het 
bestuderen van de relatief snelle thermische relaxatie, van ns tot ms, en steady 
state spectroscopie is gebruikt voor het bestuderen van langzame moleculaire 
motoren. Door het meten van de halveringstijd van de thermische relaxatie bij 
verschillende temperaturen, zijn de energiebarrières tussen de thermische 
instabiele en stabiele vorm van zes moleculen bepaald. 
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总结总结总结总结 

 

有机分子光化学是一门研究有机分子与光相互作用的学科。分子通过吸收

光子能量，跃迁到激发态电子能级。而后，以发射光子或热量的形式，从

激发态电子能级跃迁回基态的最低震动能级，或者生成新的化学物质。在

从激发态能级向基态能级跃迁过程中，被激发的分子有可能与其它分子相

遇，从而导致分子间的电子转移、质子转移、氢原子转移或能级转移。掌

握光化学过程对研究自然中的光合成过程以及人工合成光敏系统有着极其

重要的作用。研究光化学过程通常使用两种方法：稳态光谱法和瞬态光谱

法。稳态光谱法实现起来相对容易：通过连续光源激发样品，同时记录和

时间无关的光强信息。由于对所测光强在时间上做了平均处理，基态光谱

法无法捕捉分子的动态信息。瞬态光谱法实现起来相对复杂：需要使用脉

冲光源，且要保证光脉冲宽度远远小于所研究的动态过程寿命。瞬态光谱

法可以用来获取与时间相关的光信号，从而揭示所研究分子的更多特性，

比如光淬灭、能量转移、电子转移等过程。 

 

在本论文中，通过稳态光谱法和瞬态光谱法，深入研究了几种不同特性的

光控分子系统。在这些系统中，光照能够转变分子系统的功能和特性，或

者导致能量或电子转移。这些光控分子系统在纳米技术及新材料设计方面

有着潜在的应用价值，比如，光控磁性开合可以应用于分子范围内的数据

处理及储存，石墨烯卟啉复合材料可以应用于太阳能存储。此外本论文中

所研究的其他光控分子系统，比如，可见光驱动分子马达，控制光动力疗

法中单线态氧的产生，能够为未来生物领域的应用提供借鉴意义。 

 

第一章主要介绍了有机分子光化学的概念及主要的光化学过程，其中，列

举了基本的光化学过程，如光吸收过程，光发射过程，及典型的光化学反

应，如光加成反应，光还原反应和光致异构反应。此外，本章还讨论了几

种典型的双分子光化学过程，如碰撞致光淬灭、电子转移、能量转移，并

用相应的例证阐明了光化学过程在实际中的应用。 

 

第二章详细介绍了三个自主搭建的光谱系统。第一个光谱系统能够用来测

量时间分辨的发光光谱和稳态发光光谱。第二个光谱系统，基于激光闪光
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光解技术，能够用来测量时间分辨的吸收光谱和基态吸收光谱。第三个光

谱系统可以用来测量稳态近红外发光光谱。通过在 LabVIEW中编译的一系

列软件实现对这些系统的控制，数据采集和分析，软件部分设计参见附录。

对本论文中讲述的几种光控分子系统的研究正是基于本章所搭建的光谱系

统，及一些常见的其它光谱技术完成。 

 

第三章介绍了一个能够控制分子内部空间磁性开合的光控分子系统。该分

子系统的设计基于在挤迫型多烯的两端各连接了一个四甲基哌啶氧化物自

由基（TEMPO）。当挤迫型多烯处于反式构型时，两个四甲基哌啶氧化物

自由基之间不存在相互耦合作用。光照拥挤烯烃使之处于顺式构型时，两

个四甲基哌啶氧化物自由基之间存在强烈的磁性耦合。该分子系统通过不

同波长的光照能够实现室温下的磁性开合控制，并且分子本身的光化学性

能未受到影响。在本章中通过基态紫外-可见光吸收光谱、电子自旋共振

（EPR）及氢谱核磁共振 （
1
H NMR）手段对该分子系统的性能进行了深入

探讨。 

 

第四章介绍了两个卟啉修饰的系统。在第一个系统中，通过环加成反应，

共价连接卟啉与石墨烯。通过基态紫外-可见光吸收光谱分析证明了卟啉存

在于复合材料中。稳态和瞬态发光光谱表明了在复合材料中存在的电子或

能量转移。第二个系统使用卟啉驱动分子马达，通过能量转移，实现了利

用可见光驱动分子马达。基态紫外-可见光吸收光谱、圆二色谱（CD）表明

了分子马达在可见光驱动下的单向转动。稳态和瞬态发光光谱证明了分子

系统中的三线态能量转移。 
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在第五章中，利用了二芳基乙烯分子开关，控制锌卟啉产生单线态氧的能

力。当二芳基乙烯处于开环构型时，光照（420 nm）锌卟啉能够产生单线

态氧。然而，当紫外光照射，使二芳基乙烯处于闭环构型时，光照（420 

nm）锌卟啉不能产生单线态氧。在本章中，单线态氧的检测通过近红外发

光光谱，三线态能量转移的检测通过瞬态吸收光谱。 

 

第六章主要研究了六个不同转动速度的分子马达的特性。对拥有相对较快

热弛豫的分子马达（纳米到毫秒级别），使用了瞬态吸收光谱技术进行分

析。对有相对较慢热弛豫的分子马达，使用了基态紫外-可见光光谱技术进

行分析。通过测定在不同温度下热弛豫的寿命，确定了分子马达在热稳态

和非热稳态间的基态能量位垒。 
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APPENDIX     

 

Software for Home-built Spectroscopic 

 Systems Based on LabVIEW  

 
A series of programs to control the home-built spectroscopic systems described in 

chapter 2 were developed in the LabVIEW programming enviroment. The 

software enables recording and preliminary analysis of spectra and transients. 

Some common features of the home-built spectroscopic systems allow the 

software to be used for steady state and time resolved experiments.  
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I.1 Introduction 

 

All the systems described in chapter 2 need to be controlled via a computer, 

which should control the devices to accomplish their mission in proper order 

without conflict and record data for further analysis. These operations are 

completed by custom built software packages. Since there are three distinct 

systems, which are used to measure both steady and time resolved absorption and 

emission, a series of software packages were designed to meet the various 

requirements. Thanks to the common features and devices (e.g., monochromator, 

oscilliscope) of the systems, the software can be applied universally with minimal 

customization.  All the software was developed in a visual programming 

language (graphical language ‘G’) based on LabVIEW, which is commonly used 

for data acquisition, instrument control, and industrial automation.
1
 

 

LabVIEW programs/subroutines are called virtual instruments (VIs). Each VI has 

two components: a front panel and a block diagram. The front panel, built using 

controls and indicators, is the window through which the user can interact with 

the programs, e.g., inputting data, executing the program, monitor the output. The 

block diagram contains the graphical source code of programming. Once built, a 

VI can be used in other VIs by building a connector pane and creating an icon. A 

VI called from the block diagram of another VI is called a sub-VI. Sub-VIs are 

widely used in these software packages. 

 

There are in total 9 programs that are divided into three parts: a laser as an 

excitation source, a lamp as an excitation source, and some applications of basic 

control and preliminary spectral analysis. When a laser is used as an excitation 

light source, only one emission monochromator is needed to obtain a spectrum 

which is relatively simple in terms of device control. When the excitation light 

source is a white light lamp (e.g., xenon lamp), an additional monochromator as 

excitation monochromator is required. Two monochromators working in parallel 

complicates communication with the computer. Additional programming is 

needed for two monochromators to be controlled, since the basic drivers available 

only support the control of a single monochromator. The basic applications are 

used to set the monochromators, directly record the waveform shown on the 

oscilloscope, and read and fit of the recorded data.   
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Two wavelength scanning modes are available for each excitation light source; 

continuous and step scanning of the monochromator, respectively. Continuous 

scanning mode is a recording method where the monochromator is set to scan 

through the whole wavelength range of interest with a relatively high speed with 

simultaneously recording of the spectrum by the oscilloscope and transfer to the 

control software. Continuous scanning mode allows for a quick assessment of the 

spectrum of interest albeit compromising resolution. Step scanning mode records 

the signal at each wavelength with preliminary data processing, e.g., averaging 

before moving to the next wavelength. The spectrum recorded in step scanning 

mode has much higher resolution but with a longer aquisition time. The signal 

can be recorded in either two dimensional, wavelength vs. signal intensity, which 

is generally used to obtain steady state spectra, or three dimensional, wavelength 

vs. time vs. signal intensity, which is used to obtain transient spectra. 

 

The reason for separating the software based on each of different excitation light 

sources is that an extra monochromator is used to select the wavelength when 

white light excitation is used. Therefore, the two monochromators need to control 

and work together. The software should allow setting and controlling the two 

monochromators at the same time without conflict. The continuous scanning 

mode is used to do the fast measurement by setting the monochromator to scan 

while recording the spectrum. The step scanning mode sets the wavelength stably 

and then records the signal, before moving to the next wavelength. The 

wavelength of the monochromator is no reliable when fast scanning as it needs 

some time to respond and sit at the correct wavelength. The step scanning mode 

provides more accurate measurement with a cost in the time required. 

  

I. 2 Software list 

 

The programs with the functions described above are compiled within a main 

window by using a tree control (Figure 1, the front panel). This window is called 

the ‘software list’, in which the target program included can be selected by 

double clicking.  

 

All programs included in ‘software list’ are defined as sub-VIs and called as an 

individual case in a case structure. This case structure is wired to the tag of the 

tree control, which responds to doubling clicking. An outer layer event structure 

enables the program to keep running unless the ‘Exit’ button on the front panel, a 
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Boolean control, is clicked. Clicking the button results in activating the stop 

event of the event structure, therefore, a true constant transfers to the outer layer 

while loop thereby stopping the whole program (Figure 1, the block diagram).  

 
Figure 1. The front panel and block diagram for the software list. 

 

I. 3 Continuous scanning mode (with laser excitation) 

 

Figure 2 shows the main interface for continuous scanning measurements, when a 

laser is used as excitation source. The left area of the panel is used to set the 

device connection, parameters and end the whole process. The left bottom section 

shows the status of the monochromator during the measurement. The right area 

shows the real-time oscilloscope display and the final spectrum when the 

measurement is finished. The right bottom displays the parameters, which can be 

used to monitor whether the devices respond correctly by comparison with the 

left bottom part. The indicators of “index of element” and “handle” in the right 
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corner are the parameters for the rear diagram running monitor. Index of element 

is used to indicate the starting point of synchronization between the 

monochromator scanning and oscilloscope recording. Handle is a parameter 

generated by the monochromator when communication with the computer is 

established. It is a basic parameter to enable control of the monochromator.  

 

  

Figure 2. Front panel for continuous scanning measurements with laser 

excitation. 

 

Figure 3 shows the block diagram for the graphical source code. It is separated 

into two frames in a flat sequence structure. The first frame codes the connection 

of the devices by calling a Sub-VI named “connect” in an event structure. 

Clicking the connect button on the front panel calls the sub-window of the 

connection, in which the devices can be selected and status of the connection can 

be monitored. The graphical source code of Sub-VI ‘connect’ is subsequently 

introduced. Setting the parameters, running the measurement and ending the 

program are compiled in the second frames.  An event structure is used to 

respond to clicking to set parameters and end the program in the front panel, 

through use of two event cases named ‘parameter’ and ‘stop’. A while loop is 

used in the outer layer of the event case, which allows repeated measurement 

without initializing the connection of devices. Disconnection only occurs when 
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the stop button is clicked on the front panel. A true constant transfers from the 

‘stop’ event case to the outer layer while loop, thus ending the whole program. 

 

 

Figure 3. The block diagram for continuous scanning measurements with laser 

excitation. 

 

Setting the parameters and processing the measurements are the major functions 

of this program. These two functions are further separated in chronological order 

by using a flat sequence structure in the event case ‘parameter’. A Sub-VI named 

‘continu’ is called for inputting the parameters in a sub-window.  The graphical 

source code of Sub-VI ‘continu’ is subsequently introduced. Setting the 

monochromator according to the parameters is accomplished in a stacked 

sequence structure. This stacked sequence structure is unfolded into a flat 

sequence structure and shown in Figure 4, in which the exit port, grating and 

wavelength of the monochromator are set in sequence. The functions of all Sub-

VIs in this sequence can be found in the manual of the monochromator. There is 

a Sub-VI named ‘move to’, as shown in Figure 5, which is used to convert the 

input string constant to the command that the monochromator can respond to and 

read the current wavelength position.  
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Figure 4. Unfolded the sequence structure for setting the monochromator in 

Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 5. The block diagram for the ‘move to’ Sub-VI. 

 

After the monochromator is set according to the input parameters, a dialog for 

starting the measurement appears. Clicking it sends a notification to the 

monochromator and starts recording by the oscilloscope. Acquiring a spectrum 

with the correct wavelength in continuous scanning mode needs synchronization 

between the oscilloscope and monochromator, however, a hardware connection 

between the devices is not available. Therefore, a software synchronization 

method is programed through notifier operations.  

 

The case structure in the upper right corner in Figure 3 is used to start a 

continuous scan by the monochromator when the notification is received. The 

case structure in the bottom right corner is used to display and save the waveform 

displayed on the screen of the oscilloscope. The functions of displaying and 

saving are coded in chronological order by using a sequence structure, which is 

unfolded in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Unfolded sequence structure in the right corner of Figure 3. 

 

Sub-VIs in this program are described as follow: 

 

(1) Sub-VI ‘connect’  

 

The front panel of this Sub-VI is shown in Figure 7. The sources of oscilloscope 

connection are listed in a combo box. Selecting the right source and clicking the 

button of ‘Connect It’ enables the connection between the oscilloscope and the 

computer. The status of connection is displayed on the right of the panel.  The 

connection with the monochromator is achieved by clicking ‘Connect It’ in the 

monochromator box. The name and status of the monochromator are shown in 

the right corner of the panel. Clicking the button ‘Exit’ ends the process of 

connection. 
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Figure 7. The front panel of ‘connect’ Sub-VI. 

 

An event structure is used to respond to the clicking operations on the front panel, 

in which three event cases are possible (Figure 8). The first event case is 

connection (Figure 8(a)). The initialization of the oscilloscope is accomplished by 

citing a Sub-VI named ‘Initialize’, whose detailed description refers to the driver 

of the oscilloscope.
2
 A pop-up window is programed by using a case structure, to 

which the status of the oscilloscope is wired. The pop-up shows the status and 

instructions for the connection. The second event case is the monochromator 

connection. A stacked sequence structure is used to obtain the device description, 

open the device, write a string, obtain a queue status and read the string, which 

are unfolded in Figure 9.  A time delay between the two frames is used to wait for 

the response. Detailed information on the Sub-VIs used here can be found in the 

manual of the monochromator. The parameter named ‘Handle’ is a crucial 

parameter to access all of the remote controls of the monochromator, and this 

parameter is generated uniquely once the connection is established. The last event 

case is exiting the program, which is achieved through the output of a true 

constant to the outside while loop (Figure 8 (C)).   
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                      (a)                                                      (b)                                                  (c) 

Figure 8. The block diagram of the ‘connect’ Sub-VI. 

 

 

Figure 9. Unfolded sequence structure of the monochromator connection shown 

in Figure 8. 
 

(2) Sub-VI ‘Laser_conti_para’ 

 

The front panel for the Sub-VI with the name of Laser_conti_para is used to input 

the parameters for the continuous scan measurements (Figure 10), which can be 

accessed by clicking the parameter button on the front panel that is shown in 

Figure 2. These parameters can be input either by selecting the items in a combo 

box or entering the number in a string control box. All of the input parameters are 

bundled and delivered to the main program. Clicking the ‘Set OK’ button on the 

front panel can exit this Sub-VI through stopping the while loop in the block 

diagram. 
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Figure 10 The front panel and block diagram of Sub-VI ‘Laser_conti_para’. 

 

I. 4 Step scanning measurements (2D mode, with a laser excitation) 

 

The step scanning measurement in 2D mode is used to obtain a high quality 

steady state spectrum. The spectrum is plotted in the form of intensity (or 

absorbance) vs. wavelength. Figure 11 shows the front panel of this program. The 

left part is the control area, in which connecting the devices, inputting of 

parameters, starting the measurement and ending the program can be carried out. 

The left bottom panel shows the status of the monochromator and the status of 

wavelength movement in real-time. The right part is a synchronous display of the 

oscilloscope. The spectrum is shown in a chart, which is below the oscilloscope 

display window. The right bottom area shows the set parameters. 
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Figure 11. The front panel for step scanning measurements (2D mode, with laser 

excitation). 

 

 

Figure 12. The block diagram for step scanning measurements (2D mode, with 

laser excitation). 
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Figure 12 shows the block diagram for this program, a while loop is used in the 

outer layer to enable the program to keep running until a stop command is 

received. A flat sequence structure in the inside layer is used to execute the 

commands in sequence: first device connection and then other operations. Device 

connections in this program are accomplished by citing the same Sub-VI as the 

program described in section I.3, since the same devices are used and connected. 

 

Setting parameters, starting a measurement and ending the program are defined 

as individual event cases in an event structure. The event case responds to the 

clicking action made in the front panel of the program. Using an event case 

instead of a sequence structure enables repeating each operation without 

processing in sequence. The event case of ending the program uses the same 

protocol as that section I.3, i.e., ending a while loop. 

 

The event case for setting parameters is achieved by citing a Sub-VI named 

‘Lase_2D-para’. The differences between continuous and step scanning are the 

manner by which the parameters are set, e.g. step size and delay for the step 

scanning. The front panel and block diagram of this Sub-VI is shown in Figure 13. 

Monochromator and oscilloscope settings are separated into two boxes on the 

front panel, and the input parameters are bundled into clusters as outputs in the 

block diagram.  

 

Figure 13. The front panel and block diagram for the Sub-VI ‘Lase_2D-para’. 
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The event case for the measurement is the central function of this program, which 

is shown in Figure 12. A flat sequence structure with two frames is used. The first 

frame configures the devices according to the parameters set, in which the 

parameters in the Sub-VI ‘Lase_2D-para’ are defined as a local variable and sent 

to the devices through a Sub-VI named ‘config’. The block diagram of the Sub-

VI ‘config’ is shown in Figure 14. The design of this Sub-VI is similar to the 

unfolded sequence structure in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The second frame is the 

process for the step scanning measurements. It is accomplished by another main 

stacked sequence structure, which is unfolded in Figure 15. In the first frame, the 

monochromater moves to the start wavelength by calling the Sub-VI of ‘move to’. 

In the middle frame, the step scanning movement is processed, and 

simultaneously transfers the waveform of the oscilloscope to the front panel of 

the program. The upper part in this frame is the working section for some 

mathematical calculations of the stepping parameters. A for loop structure below 

is used to execute moving the wavelength in steps and displaying the waveform. 

The cycle count of the loop is wired to the number of the step. Inside of this for 

loop structure, a further flat sequence structure is used to execute the 

measurement in chronological order, moving first and then acquiring the 

waveform. A waiting time is used in between to allow for stabilization of the 

measurement and avoids conflict. In the third frame in Figure 15, the spectrum is 

recorded to a file by a file I/O item of writing to a spreadsheet file. The intensity 

of the spectrum at each wavelength is calculated by averaging the waveform at 

that wavelength. 

 

 
Figure 14. The block diagram for the ‘config’ Sub-VI. 
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Figure 15. Unfolded sequence structure in the event case of measurement in 

Figure 12. 

 

I. 5 Step scanning measurements (3D mode, with pulsed laser excitation) 

 

The function of step scanning measurement in 3D mode is similar to 2D mode, 

when a pulsed laser is used as an excitation source. The main difference is that 

the 3D mode is used to record the transient signal and 2D mode is used for steady 

state measurement, which holds no temporal information, and this difference is 

accessed by using different devices, e.g. a pulsed laser is used in 3D mode and a 

continuous wave laser is used in 2D mode. The recorded signal in 3D mode 

includes information both of time and wavelength vs. light intensity (or 

absorbance). The front panel for the step scanning measurement in 3D mode is 

shown in Figure 16. For convenience of operation, the front panel is designed as 

for the 2D mode and can be distinguished by the title on top.   

 

A 3D spectrum is plotted by using a 3D surface graph based on the data recorded 

by the oscilloscope in the form of an array. Information on intensity vs. time vs. 

wavelength is saved to a text file and a 3D image is saved as a bmp file in the 

sequence structure shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure 16. The front panel for the step scanning measurement in 3D mode with 

pulsed  laser excitation. 

 

 
Figure 17. The sequence structure for saving and plotting data in 3D mode. 
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I. 6 Continuous scanning mode (with white light source excitation) 

 

The front panel for this program is shown in Figure 18. The color of the 

background and the color of operation and function are reversed relative to that 

when a laser is used as an excitation source. When white light source is used as 

an excitation source, it is required that an additional monochromator is used to 

select the excitation wavelength. This requirement needs to be programmed to 

allow the connection to the additional monochromator and setting the excitation 

wavelength.  Other functions of this program are designed as with those 

described in section I.2. The connection to an additional monochromator is 

accessed by calling a Sub-VI with the name ‘lamp_connect_2 mono’, and the 

front panel and block diagram is shown in Figure 19. In the event case for 

monochromator connection, the communications of the excitation and emission 

monochromators are established sequentially, and the names are shown in the 

front panel. This Sub-VI is called for all the measurements when using white 

light source excitation. 

 

 

Figure 18. The front panel for the continuous scanning measurements with white 

light excitation. 
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Figure 19. The front panel and block diagram for the Sub-VI ‘lamp_connect_2 

mono’. 

 

The Sub-VI for setting parameters in this program, shown in Figure 20, is 

programmed similarly to that shown in Figure 10.  A parameter named ‘excited 

wavelength’ is added in this Sub-VI, which is used to select the wavelength of the 

lamp. This parameter is not bounded with other parameters as the output is due to 

the separated operation of the excitation monochromator. 

 

  

Figure 20. The front panel and block diagram for the Sub-VI ‘lamp_conti_para’. 
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I. 7 Step scanning measurements (2D mode, with white light excitation) 

 

This program is designed similarly to that described in section I.4. The front 

panel is shown in Figure 21. The reminders for setting excitation wavelength and 

connecting two monochromators are marked in red at the bottom of the panel. 

The difference is that the connection of the monochromators and setting 

parameters, which are accomplished by calling the Sub-VI ’lamp_connect_2 

mono’ described in section I.6 and the Sub-VI ‘Lamp-2D-para’ (Figure 22). The 

Sub-VI for setting parameters in this program is programmed similarly to the one 

shown in Figure 13.  A parameter named ‘excited wavelength’ is added in this 

Sub-VI, which is used to select the wavelength of the lamp. This parameter is not 

bundled with other parameters as the output is because of the separate operation 

of the excitation monochromator. The detailed design of this program is 

described in section I.4. 

 

 

Figure 21. The front panel for the step scanning measurements (2D mode, with 

white light source). 
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Figure 22. The front panel and block diagram for the Sub-VI ‘Lamp-2D-para’. 

 

I. 8 Step scanning measurements (3D mode, with white light excitation) 

The front panel of this program is shown in Figure 23. The design is similar to 

that described in section I.4. The connection and parameters settings call on the 

same Sub-VIs as used in section I.7.  

 

Figure 23. The front panel for the step scanning measurements (3D mode, with  

white light excitation). 
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I. 9 Basic control of the monochromator 

 

The monochromator is also used independently of the previous measurements, so 

that it is set without further measurement being programmed. The front panel of 

this program is shown in Figure 24, in which the monochromator can be 

connected to the computer and the parameters set. Selecting gratings, setting exit 

ports and moving to the set wavelength are programmed in three event cases in a 

tab control. The basic codes in these event cases are the same as that for 

controlling the monochromator described above.  The current status is read and 

refreshed on the current information box in the light bottom part. This software 

can used to set either the excitation or emission monochromator. 

 

 

Figure 24. The front panel for the basic control of the monochromator. 

 

I. 10 Record and read a single waveform  

 

It is not always worth recording the transient signal at each wavelength, 

especially, when only the lifetime of the transient species is of interest and not the 

entire transient spectrum. This program is used to record a transient signal at a 

wavelength, where generally the largest change of emission or absorbance occurs 
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when pulse excitation is used. The front panel of this program is shown in Figure 

25. There are two main functions, recording and reading the waveform, which are 

programmed as two individual event cases in a tab controlled event structure. 

Clicking the tab on the top shows the individual interface (Figure 25 (a) and (b)). 

Recording a single waveform is programmed the same way as all the cases for 

displaying the oscilloscope in real-time in the front panel described above. 

 

   

       (a) the interface for recording           (b) the interface for reading and fitting 

Figure 25. The front panel for recording and reading a single waveform. 

 

Reading a recorded waveform and fitting with an exponential equation are 

programmed in an event case, which is shown in Figure 26. A file I/O function 

control of ‘read from spreadsheet’ is used to open the recorded data. With the 

help of some operations of the recorded array, this signal is transferred and 

displayed in a graph indicator. The fitting is accomplished by using a 

mathematical control of ‘exponential fit’. The point of pump pulse arrival is 

calculated by finding the maximum or minimum of the recorded data. A shift 

length from the arrival point input in the front panel sets the starting point of the 

exponential fitting. The fitting equation concatenated as a string displays on the 

bottom of the front panel, from which the lifetime of the transient signal can be 

read. 
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Figure 26. The block diagram for reading and fitting. 

 

I. 11 Read 3D data 

 

The function for plotting data in 3D in LabVIEW is relatively poor, because it is 

not allowed to rotate the 3D view to an arbitrary angle for consideration of the 

information as a whole. To this end, a program for reading data saved in 3D form 

and preliminary analysis was designed. The front panel is shown in Figure 27 (a). 

There are three main functions to this program, replotting 3D spectra, extracting 

2D spectra in the form of intensity vs. time and intensity vs. wavelength. These 

three functions are defined as three individual event cases in an event structure. 

 

The 3D spectrum is replotted in a figure window of Matlab by calling a section 

code in Matlab through a Matlab script node. The replotted spectrum is shown in 

Figure 27(b). The 3D replotting occurs in response to the action of clicking the 

button ‘3D plot’ in the front panel, which is accomplished by calling the event 

case ‘3D plot’ (Figure 28). The figure window of Matlab can allow for zooming 

in or out, rotating and saving the image of the 3D spectrum. 
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          (a) (b) 

Figure 27. The front panel for reading 3D data (a), and replotting the image in 

3D in Matlab (b). 

 

By inputting the time or the wavelength of interest, a 2D spectrum can be 

extracted from the 3D image by clicking the plot button in the box of ‘Intensity & 

Times’ or ‘Intensity & Wavelength’, and the 2D spectrum is shown in the graph 

window in lower area of the front panel.   

 

The graphs of two individual 2D spectra share the same graph window to keep 

the user interface simple. This is accomplished by using a property node ‘visible’ 

of the waveform graph. The unselected 2D graph is set to be invisible according 

to the false constant of the property node, and spectrum of interest is set to be 

visible and shown in the main panel. The event cases for extracting 2D spectra in 

the form of intensity vs. wavelength and intensity vs. time are shown in Figure 29 

and Figure 30, respectively. Figure 30 shows that the 2D signal with the transient 

information can be fitted with an exponential equation, and the design of this case 

is similar to the function for exponential fitting in section I.10. The fitting 

equation is shown on the right top of the graph in the main panel by calling a 

property node ‘visible ’ of the equation string. 
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Figure 28. The block diagram for3D data analysis. 

 

 
Figure 29. The event case for 2D plot in intensity vs. wavelength. 
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Figure 30. The event case for 2D plot in intensity vs. time and fitting. 
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